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Abstract 

Identity based cryptography is a cryptosystem which uses identity, likes 

name, email address or other public information, as the public key. Dig-

ital certificate is not needed to prove the validity of the public key. This 

property is useful for promoting the use of cryptography in daily life, as the 

public key can be easily distributed and recognized by human. 

Introduced by Shamir in 1984, identity based cryptography becomes a hot 

topic only since 2001, the introduction of identity based encryption using 

bilinear pairings over elliptic curves. Boneh and Franklin proposed that 

pairings are useful for constructing efficient identity based encryption scheme. 

Since then, there are lots of identity based cryptosystems proposed using 

pairings. 

In this thesis, we introduce several schemes in identity based cryptogra-

phy using pairings. Firstly, wc introduce a new cryptosystem called blind 

identity based signcryption. We propose a new security model and an effi-

cient instantiation for it. Secondly, we point out the deficiency of the existing 

definition of identity based group signatures in the literature. We then pro-

pose a precise definition and an efficient instantiation. Finally, we propose 

a hierarchical identity based signature without random oracles. As recently 

security proofs in the random oracle model receive certain doubts, we extend 

the study of identity based signatures with security proofs without using 

random oracle model. 
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概要 

身份碼密碼系統的公输可以是使用者的身份碼，例如名字、電子郵件名稱 

或其它公衆能辨別的身份資訊，因此不需要電子證書來証明公鍮的合法 

性。由於身份碼密碼系統簡化公鑰的獲取和使用，所以它可以鼓勵更多人 

在互聯網上使用密碼系統。 

身份碼密碼系統的概念是由Shamir在1984年首先提出。在2001年，Boneh 

及Franklin提出一植基於橢圓曲線上的雙線性配對的身份碼密碼系統， 

是第一個較實際的身份碼加解密系統；之後，很多被提出的身份碼密碼系 

統，亦是植基於橢圓曲線上的雙線性配對。 

本論文會提出三個植基於橢圓曲線上的雙線性配對的身份碼密碼系統。 

首先，本論文提出一個名為盲身份碼簽密的新密碼系統。本論文首先提出 

它的安全模型，然後建議一個實際的設計。此外，本論文指出已知的身份 

碼群體簽章的不足之處，並提出一個更精確的定義，和一個相應的設計。 

最後，本論文提出一個不用隨機預言模型的分級身份碼簽章的設計。由於 

近年來利用隨機預言模型的安全證明備受質疑，所以本論文研究一些不需 

使用隨機預言模型的身份碼簽章。 
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List of Notations 

Below introduces the notations commonly used through out the rest of the 

thesis. Some notation will also be defined locally near its first use, while 

other notation will be used without further definition. 

-Si U S2 union of sets and S2 
S\\S2 difference of sets Si and S2 
Si C S2 Si is a subset of S2 
X G S,x ^ S element x (not in) set S 
X S sampling element x uniformly random in set S 
N, Z, R sets of natural numbers, integers, and real numbers 
Z+ set of positive integers 

integers modulo n 
Z* multiplicative group of integers modulo n 
a (mod 6) modulo operation: remainder of a divided by b 
V for all 
3 there exists 
ord(G) order of a group G 
Pr[/?j probability of event E occurring 
Ei\E2 event Ei occurring given event E2 
|s| number of elements in s if s is a finite set, 

or the length of s if 5 is a string, 
or the bit-length/size of s if s is an integer, 
the string of k ones. 

S1II.S2 string Si concatenate with string S2 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

"Who am I?" We often speak of one's "personal identity" as what makes 

one the person one is. Your identity in this sense consists roughly of those 

attributes that make you unique as an individual and different from others. 

Or it is the way you see or define yourself. 

How do you identify someone? Usually we identify a person by his name, 

and also by what he did. However, different people may have different per-

ception on the same person. For example, you may ask, "Who is Leonardo 

da Vinci?" 

"He was a great painter." A seventh-grader said. 

"He was the painter of the Mona Lisa,” A visitor in Louvre Museum said. 

"He was an Italian Renaissance artist who is good at painting and sculp-

ture, with masterpieces including the Mona Lisa, the Madonna of the Rocks 

and the Last Supper.” An university student with art major said. 

"He was a master in anatomy, with thorough study of the human body 

ill the Vitruvian Man.” A medical student said. 

"He was an inventor of a helicopter, a tank, the use of concentrated solar 

power, a calculator, a rudimentary theory of plate tectonics and many more." 

An engineer said. ‘ 

1 
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"He was a representative of the Renaissance man: an architect, anatomist, 

sculptor, engineer, inventor, geometer, musician, and painter." A historian 

said. 

Therefore a person's identity may differ from other's point of view. Leonardo 

da Vinci may also be "the master of the Priory of Sion keeping the secret of 

the Holy Grail" according to the readers of the popular novel The Da Vinci 

Code [25]. 

In philosophy, personal identity is determined by the particular charac-

teristics of the self. Self is an ancient subject in philosophy. Thales of Miletus 

(the first philosopher in the Greek tradition), when asked what was difficult, 

answered in a well-known apophthegm: 

"To Know Thyself {^vwGl aea^Tau) 

also attributed to Socrates, and inscribed on the Temple of Apollo at Delphi. 

In China, Lao Zi in his "Tao Te Ching" [62] says 

Knowing others is wisdom. (知人者智，) 

Knowing the self is enlightenment. (自知者明 ° ) 

Mastering others requires force. (勝人者有力，) 

Mastering the self requires strength. (自勝者强 ° ) 

John Locke considered personal identity (or the self) to be founded on 

consciousness, and neither on the soul nor on the substance. This classic 

conception has been challenged by thinkers such as Marx, Nietzsche and 

Freud. The basis of personal identity is still the center of argument between 

philosophers. [94] 
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1.1 Identity Based Cryptography 

In cryptography, it is usually divided into two categories: symmetric and 

assymetric cryptography. For asymmetric cryptography, there is a secret key 

which is only known by a party, and a public key which is known by the 

others. Therefore, asymmetric cryptography is also known as the public key 

cryptography. Usually, a public key is a string determined by the correspond-

ing secret key. However, the distribution of public keys is a major problem 

in public key cryptography. It is troublesome and difficult to broadcast our 

public keys over the internet to all entities we want to communicate with. 

Moreover, even if we receive a public key, we are still not sure whether the 

public key is really associated with the entity we want to communicate with. 

Usually a Certificate Authority (CA) is needed to provide such an assurance, 

by providing digital certificates to the public keys. A high degree of trust is 

needed for the CA. 

Knowing the user identity is important in cryptography. Identity based 

cryptography is a public key cryptosystem where the public key can be an 

arbitrary string, such as a name, an email address, or any combination of 

identities that can be used to identify a person uniquely. The identity can 

be chosen in a way that most communicating parties can recognize the key 

holder without ambiguity. For example: 

pk 二 { Alice, CEO of ABCD Ltd., alice@abcd.com } 

Then the distribution of public keys is no longer needed for identity based 

cryptography. It is different from the traditional public key cryptography 

that requires pre-computing key pairs and obtaining digital certificates for the 

public keys. This distinguishing characteristic of identity based cryptography 

is essential for some real world applications. 

mailto:alice@abcd.com
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Identity based cryptosystem is a public key cryptosystem where the pub-

lic key can be an arbitrary string such as an email address. It was firstly 

introduced by Shamir [83] in 1984. A trusted authority (TA) uses a master 

secret key to issue private keys to identities that request them. 

For an Identity Based Encryption (IBE) scheme, Alice can securely en-

crypt a message to Bob using Bob's identity, such as bob@abcd.com, as the 

public key. There is no need for Alice to obtain Bob's public key certifi-

cate. Bob obtains his private key from the trusted authority and decrypts 

the ciphertext. 

For an Identity Based Signature (IBS) scheinc, Alice can sign a message 

using her private key that corresponds to an unambiguous identity of hers. 

Then anybody can verify the authenticity of the signature from her identity. 

1.2 Hierarchical Identity Based Cryptosystem 

Hierarchical identity based cryptosystem [50] is a generalization of identity 

based cryptosystem that mirrors the hierarchy of organizations. An iden-

tity at level i of the hierarchy tree can issue private keys to its descendant 

identities at level £+1，but cannot decrypt messages intended for other iden-

tities. In particular, an IBE and IBS is an 1-level hierarchical IBE and 1-level 

hierarchical IBS respectively. 

Hierarchical identity based cryptosystem simulates the management sys-

tem ill a company. The CEO of a company monitors some senior managers. 

A senior manager monitors some managers and each manager monitors some 

employees. Hierarchical identity based cryptosystcm emulates the hierarchy 

of organizations and the delegation of duties. 

mailto:bob@abcd.com
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1.3 Our contributions 

In this thesis, we introduce several schemes in identity based cryptography-

using pairings. We briefly introduce the main contributions of each scheme 

here. Details will be given in each corresponding chapter. 

1. Wc introduce a new cryptosystem called blind identity based signcryp-

tion. We propose a new security model and an efficient instantiation 

for it. 

2. Wo point out the deficiency of the existing definition of identity based 

group signatures in the literature. We then propose a precise definition, 

security model and an efficient instantiation. 

3. Wc propose a hierarchical identity based signature without random 

oracles. The signature size is independent to the level of hierarchy. We 

also propose a constant-size hierarchical identity based signcryption 

without random oracles. 

1.4 Publications 

Three publications are produced directly from this thesis. The author has 

also produced other publications on cryptography during his MPhil study. 

1.4.1 Publications Produced from This Thesis 

1. Tsz Hon Yuen and Victor K. Wei. Fast and Proven Secure Blind 

Identity-Based Signcryption from Pairings. In Proc. CT-RSA 2005, 

volume 3376 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 305-322. 

Springer-Verlag, 2005. [96 
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2. Victor K. Wei, Tsz Hon Yuen and Fangguo Zhang. Group Signatures 

where Group Manager, Members and Open Authority are Identity-

Based. In Proc. AC ISP 2005, volume 3574 of Lecture Notes in Com-

puter Science, pages 468-480. Springer-Verlag, 2005. [93 

3. Tsz Hon Yuen and Victor K. Wei. Constant-Size Hierarchical Identity-

Based Signature/Signcryption without Random Oracles. Cryptology 

ePrint Archive, Report 2005/412, 2005. [95] 

1.4.2 Publications During Author's Study in the De-
gree 

1. Sherman S.M. Chow, Tsz Hon Yuen, Lucas C.K. Hui and S.M. Yiu. 

Signcryption in Hierarchical Identity Based Cryptosystein. In 20th 

IFIP International Information Security Conference (SEC 2005), pages 

443-457. Springer-Verlag, 2005. [40] 

2. Sherman S.M. Chow, Joseph K. Liu, Victor K. Wei and Tsz Hon Yuen. 

Ring Signature without Random Oracles. In ACM Symposium on 

InformAtion, Computer and Communications Seciirity(ASIACCS'06), 

Proceedings, pages 297-302, ACM Press, 2006. [38 

3. Victor K. Wei and Tsz Hon Yuen. More Short Signatures without 

Random Oracles. Cryptology ePrint Archive, Report 2005/463, 2005. 

92] 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

In this chapter, we have discussed what is a personal identity, and its im-

portance ill various aspect. Then we introduce the use of identity in cryp-

tography and the development of identity based cryptography. Finally we 
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introduce the concept of hierarchical identity based cryptography, which is 

an extension of the concept of identity based cryptography. 

Chapter 2 provides the necessary background and foundations of Cryp-

tography that will be used in the subsequent chapters. We first give an in-

troduction to the topics of complexity theories, algebra, number theory. We 

then proceed to review some intractability assumptions that will be used in 

the subsequent chapters. Finally we review various cryptographic primitives 

including encryption, digital signatures, zero-knowledge proof of knowledge, 

etc. 

Chapter 3 reviews several topics in identity based cryptography, that will 

be discussed in this thesis. We briefly introduce the basic idea and review 

the existing sclieiiics in the literature. 

Chapter 4 introduces a new cryptosystem called blind identity based sign-

cryption. We propose a new security model for it. We then proceed to pro-

pose an identity based signcryption which is more efficient and secure than 

the existing schemes. Finally we extend the scheme to a new blind identity 

based signcryption scheme. 

Chapter 5 points out the deficiency of the existing definition of identity-

based group signatures in the literature. We then propose a precise definition 

and a security model for it. Finally we give an efficient instantiation of 

identity based group signatures. 

Chapter 6 proposes a constant-size hierarchical identity based signature 

without random oracles. Wc comparc the advantages of our scheme with 

those of the existing schemes. Finally, we also propose a constant-size hier-

archical identity based signcryption without random oracles. 

In Chapter 7, we conclude the thesis. 



Chapter 2 

Background 

Our goal in this chapter is to provide the necessary background and founda-

tions of cryptography that will be used in the subsequent chapters. We first 

give an introduction to the topics of complexity theories, algebra, number 

theory. We then proceed to review some intractability assumptions that will 

be used in the subsequent chapters. Finally we review various cryptographic 

primitives including encryption, digital signatures, zero-knowledge proof of 

knowledge protocols, etc. Our main references are [52, 67，85]. 

2.1 Complexity Theory 

2.1.1 Order Notation 

The following is useful when describing the asymptotic behaviors of functions. 

Definition 1 (Order Notation) / (n) = 0{g{r\)) if there exists a positive 

constant c and a positive integer n � such that 0 < / ( n ) < cg(n) for all 

n > riQ. f(n) = Q(g(n)) if there exists a positive constant c and a positive 

integer TIQ such that 0 < cg{n) < /(n) for all n > UQ. f{n) = Q{g{n)) if 

there exists positive constant Ci and C2, and a positive integer TIQ such that 

cig{n) < f(n) < C2g{n) for all n > Uq. f{n) = o(g{n)) if for any positive 

8 
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constant c > 0 there exists a constant n o � 0 such that 0 < / (n) < cg(n) for 

all n > no. 

Definition 2 (Negligibility) We call a function ^ : N —> R negligible if 

for every positive polynomial p(.) there exists an N such that for all n > N, 

"(n) < l/p{n). A function is non-negligible if it is not negligible. 

Sometimes we say a probability is overwhelming to mean that it is negli-

gibly less than 1. 

2.1.2 Algorithms and Protocols 

We model algorithms using Turing machines. 

Definition 3 (Turing machine) A Turing machine is a 7-tuple (Q, S, F, 

^} Q0> qaccept ’ Qreject) where 

1. Q is a finite set called states, 

2. S is the input alphabet not containing the special blank symbol U, 

3. r is the tape alphabet, where U G F and E C F, 

4- S : Q xF ——> Q X r X {L, R} is the transition function, 

5. qo ̂  Q is the start state, and 

6. Qaccept Q Q is the accept state. 

7. Qreject Q Q is the reject state, where Qaccept + Qreject • 

A deterministic Turing machine is a Turing machine having an infinite 

read-write tape and the state transitions are completely determined by the 

input. In a probabilistic Turing machine, the state transitions are determined 

by the input and the output of coin tosses. 
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Definition 4 (Algorithm) A deterministic (resp. probabilistic) algorithm 

is a deterministic (resp. probabilistic) Turing machine. 

Often the coin tosses in a probabilistic algorithm arc considered as in-

ternal coin tosses. A second way to look at a probabilistic algorithm is to 

consider the output of the coin tosses as an additional input, which is supplied 

by an external coin-tossing device. 

Given x, the output A{x) of a probabilistic algorithm A is a random 

variable induced by the coin tosses. Let A{x) = y denote the event M 

outputs y on input By Pr[A{x) = y], we mean the probability of this 

event. By A{-) we denote that the algorithm A has one input. By A{-, ...,•) 

we denote that A has several inputs, y A(x) denotes that y is obtained 

by running algorithm A on input x. In case A is deterministic, then this y 

is unique. If A is probabilistic (in which case we sometimes write y ^ 

then y is a random variable. If is a set, then y ^ S {ot sometimes y 

denotes that y was chosen form S uniformly at random. 

Let h be a boolean function. The notation ({讲—A(^i)}ie[i,n]\\Kyn)) 

denotes the event that b(yn) is true after the sequential execution of Ai on 

input x“ .i. e [1, n]. 

• Definition 5 (Efficient Algorithm) An efficient algorithm or a polyno-

mial Ume algorithm is an algorithm, whose worst-case running time function 

is of the form where n is the input size and k is a constant. 

We use the shorthand notation "PPT" for "probabilistic polynomial-

time" when describing an algorithm. Next, we define what a two-party-

protocol is. 

Definition 6 (Two-Party Protocol) A two-party protocol is a pair of in-

teractive probabilistic Turing machines (V, V). An execution (or run) of the 
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protocol (P, V) on input x (for V) and y (for V) is an alternating sequence 

of V-rounds and V-rounds, each producing a message to be delivered to the 

other party (except for the last V-round). The sequence of such message is 

called the transcript of this run of the protocol. 

If, for all X and y、the length of such sequence, as well as the expected 

running time of V and V，are polynomial in the length of x and y, then ("P, 

V) is an efficient two-party protocol. By “("P(rc) V(?/))", we denote the 

probability space that assigns to a sequence of strings tt the probability that 

a run of the ("P, V) protocol, on input x and y, will produce tt as transcript. 

2.1.3 Relations and Languages 

If A is the set of all strings that machine M accepts, we say that A is the 

language of machine M and write L(M) = A. 

A verifier for a language A is an algorithm V, where 

A = accepts {w,c) for some string c}. 

Definition 7 (Polynomial Reducible) We say that a language L is poly-

nomially reducible to another language Lq if there exists a deterministic 

polynoniial-tirnc-boundcd Turing machine M which will convert each instance 

I e L into an instance 1�G Lq, such that I £ L if and only if Iq e. L. 

Definition 8 (Class P, NP, N P C ) P is the class of languages that are 

decidable in polynomial time on a deterministic single-tape Turing machine. 

N P is the class of languages that have polynomial time verifiers. A language 

B is NP-complete if B is in NP , and every A in N P is polynomially reducible 

to D. The class of all - complete problems is denoted by N P C . 
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2.2 Algebra and Number Theory 

Algebra and Number Theory are the mathematical foundation of modern 

cryptography. Numerous cryptographic algorithms are designed around re-

sults from them. They are also the cornerstone of (provable) security of 

cryptographic schemes. 

2.2.1 Groups 

First recall the definition of a group (a cyclic group in particular) and some 

other related notions. 

Definition 9 (Group) A group (G, o) is a set G together with an operation 

o that satisfies: 

1. Closure: Wa.b e G : aob e G 

2. Associativity: Va, 6, c G (7 : a o (6 o c) = (a o 6) o c 

3. Identity: 3 unique element e £ G '."ia ^ G \ ao e = eo a = a. 

4. Inverse: Va e C : E G : ao a—1 = o a = e. 

For simplicity, denote â  = a o a o • • - o a. A group is Abelian if for all a,b e 
^ V 

i 
G, aob = boa. For example, (Z, +) is an Abelian group. 

Definition 10 (Group Order) The order of the element a e G is the least 

positive integer i satisfying a^ = e, and its denoted by ord{a). If such an n 

does not exist, then the order of a is defined to be 0 0 . 

Definition 11 (Cyclic Group) A group G is cyclic if there exists an el-

ement a E G such that for any b e G, there exists an integer i > 0 such 

that b = a\ Element a is called the generator (primitive root) of G. G is 
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called the cyclic group generated by a. Order of the group G is the order of 

generator a. 

Definition 12 (Subgroup) Let (G, o) be a group. We say that (//, o) is a 

subgroup of G if H C G and (//, o) is a group. 

Definition 13 A ring {R, +，•) is a set R together with operations + and • 

that satisfies: 

1. (/?, +) is Abelian group, with 0 as identity. 

2. (/?，•) satisfies closure, associativity with identity 1, 1 0. 

3. Commutative: Va, b ^ G : a - b = b • a. 

4. Distribution: Va, b, c e G : a • {b + c) = a • b -{- a • c. 

Definition 14 If the non-zero elements of a ring forms a group under mul-

tiplication, then the ring is called a field. 

Noticc that Zp is a finite field of prime order. We usually denote it as Fp. 

2.2.2 Elliptic Curve 

Elliptic curves are defined over finite fields. For examples, in a prime field 

Fp with p > 3, we have a curve: 

E : y"^ = x^ ax + b (mod p) 

where a and b are constants satisfying + 276^ 0 (mod p). Then we 

have points P = (re, y) on the curve, together with O = {x, 00) the point at 

infinity. 

We denote E be an abelian group under the operation “+，’ defined as 

follows. 
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Definition 15 (Elliptic Curve Group Operation) Let P,Q e E, £ be 

the line containing P and Q (tangent line to E if P = Q), and R, the third 

point of intersection of i with E. Let I' be the line connecting R and O. 

Then P + Q is the point such that I' intersects E at R, O and P + Q. 

We write P + Q = —R. Then we have the point multiplication for /c e Z 

defined as: 

+ P + for /c> 0 
^ V ‘ 

聊 = O for A; 二 0 
[-k](-P) for A: < 0 

2.2.3 Pairings 

Original research by Menezes, Okamoto and Vanstone [71], and by Frey et 

al. [48], pointed out that the Weil and Tate pairings could be used for 

cryptanalytic purposes, undermining the security of certain types of elliptic 

curves. However this was followed by a prolonged hiatus before Sakai, Ohgishi 

and Kasahara [80j and Joux [59] independently observed that these very same 

condemned elliptic curves had in fact useful cryptographic properties. Soon 

Boneh and Franklin [18] came up with a very simple solution to the problem 

of identity based encryption using pairings. 

Here we follow the notation in [20]. Let Gi, G2 and Gt be (multiplicative) 

cyclic groups of prime order p. Let gi be a generator of Gi and "2 be a 

generator of G2. We also let be an efficiently computable isomorphism 

from G2 to Gi, with ^{§2) = 9i- When Gi = G2 and gi =仍 one could take 

ip to be the identity map. On elliptic curves we can use the trace map as 

Then e is a bilinear map such that e : Gi x G2 —> G t with the following 

properties: 

1. Bilinearity: For all u G G!’ v e G2 and a,b eZ, v^) = 
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^(Fp) Tate pairing E(Fp) Ate p a i r i ^ 
Pairing 2.9 T l 
Point Multiplication 3.0 1.1 
Field Exponentiation 0.54 0.62 
RSA Decryption 

Table 2.1: Timings in milliseconds on 3GHz Pentium IV, on 160-bit pairings 
and 1024-bit RSA. 

2. Non-degeneracy: e(仍,5^2) 1-

3. Computability: It is efficient to compute e(u, v) for all u e Gi, v G G2. 

It is believed that 160-bit pairings is as hard as 1024-bit RSA. Tate pairing 

can be computed faster than Weil pairing. Recently Ate pairing [57] is also 

proposed. [82] compares their computational efficiency as in table 2.1. 

Sometimes we assume that Gi = G2 for simplicity. We will have a differ-

ent definition for the pairing e in each chapter. 

2.3 Intractability Assumptions 

Various cryptographic protocols rely their security on the intractability of 

one or more mathematical problems in pairings e : Gi x G2 — G t . 

Definition 16 (co-CDH) Let g, g^ 6 Gi and g £ G2 for an unknown inte-

ger 0 < a < p. The co-Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (co-CDH) is 

to find ( f . An algorithm A has advantage c in solving the co-CDH problem if 

Pr[v4(仏 pa,歹)=歹a] = e. We say that the (r, e)-co-CDH assumption holds if 

no T-tirne algorithm has advantage at least e in solving the co-CDH problem. 
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Definition 17 (DDH) Let g be a generator of a cyclic group G of prime 

order p. Let G G for some integers 0 < a,b < p. The Deci-

sional Diffie-Hellman Problem (DDH) is to distinguish T from and out-

put 0/1. An algorithm A has advantage e in solving the DDH problem if 

\Pr[A{g,g^9',T) = 0] - Pr[>4(仏没分6，分ab) = o]| = e. We say that the 

(r, e)-DDH assumption holds in G if no r-time algorithm has advantage at 

least e in solving the DDH problem. 

By the bilinear property of pairings, the DDH problem in G2 is easy, 

while the co-CDH problem is believed to be hard. 

Definition 18 (co-BDH) Let G Gi and ^ G G2 for some unknown 

integers Q < a,b < p. The co-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (co-BDH) 

is to find An algorithm A has advantage e in solving the co-BDH 

problem if Fv[A{g, g", g\g) = = e. We say that the {r^e)-co-BDH 

assumption holds if no t- time algorithm has advantage at least e in solving 

the co-BDH problem. 

Definition 19 (co-DBDH) Let g�ga,gb g Gi, ^ G G2, R 6 Gr for some 

unknown integers Q < a,b < p. The co-Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman 

Problem (co-DBDH) is to decide if R = e[g, g)"'^ and output 0/1. An algo-

rithm A has advantage e in solving the co-DBDH problem if | Pr [乂(仏 g\ g^, g, R)= 

0] - Pr[乂(仏.(f，g\ •仏 e(<7, =0] | = e. We say that the (r, e)-co-DBDH as-

sumption holds if no r-time algorithm has advantage at least e in solving the 

co-DBDH problem. 

Definition 20 (g-SDH) The q-Strong Diffie-Hellman Problem (q-SDH) in 

(Gi, G2) is defined as follows: given a {q+2)-tuple (仍，仍，g专,...’ ,gf) G Gi x 

Gg+i for an unknown integer < x <p with gi = ip{g2) and §2 is a random 

generator from G2, output a pair (工’ c;) where c G Z*. An algorithm A 
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has advantage e in solving the q-SDH problem i / P r [>4(5̂ 1’ 5̂ 2’ 5 f ’ . . . , fff)= 

te广+c’c)] = e. We say that the {q, r, e)-SDH assumption holds in (Gi, G2) 

if no T-time algorithm has advantage at least e in solving the q-SDH problem. 

The g-SDH problem is introduced in [14]. 

Definition 21 (A;-SDH') The k-Strong Diffie-Hellman' problem in (Gi, G2) 

is as follows: given gi,g{\ …,91’^ G Gi and g2,92^ € G2 as input, output a 

pair (^j 1/7+2：^ 工)yjfiej^e X e Z*. 

Definition 22 (/c-CAA2) The k-CAA2 problem in (Gi.Gs) is as follows: 

given v,u ^ Gi, g)�g2’ G G2 and pairs {Ai, e^, A^) with distinct and nonzero 

Ci ’s satisfying = u for 1 <i < k as input, output a pair {Ak+i, Ck+i, 

A 知+1) satisfying = u, with e^+i + Cj for all 1 <i <k. 

The above /c-SDH' problem and /c-CAA2 problem are proven equivalent 

in [91] assume the value loQuiy) is known. [91] also shows that the /c-SDH 

problem is at least as strong as the k-SDW problem. 

Definition 23 (£-DHI) The i-Diffie-Hellman Inversion problem is that, given 

g, g^,众"^2，•. .，gâ  e G, for unknown a G Z*, to compute g”a 

Definition 24 (£-DHI*) The i-Diffie-Hellman Inversion * problem is that, 

given g, g^, g'^^, .. •，g'̂ ^ e G, for unknown a e Z*, to compute . 

We say that the £-DHI* assumption holds if no PPT algorithm can solve 

a random instance of the £-DHI* problem with non-negligible probability. 

The ^-DHI problem and £-DHI* problem are proven equivalent in [101]. 

We introduce the Decisional £-wBDHI* problem in [15]. For simplicity, 

assume the pairing e : G x G —̂  Gt-
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Definition 25 (Decisional £-wBDHI*) The decisional i-weak Bilinear Diffie-

Hellman Inversion * problem is that, given g, h, g"", g^^,..., g^'^ G G and 

T G Gt, for unknown a 6 Z* and random generators g, h in G, decide if 

T = e{g,"广 

We say that the decisional ^-wBDHI* assumption holds if no PPT algo-

rithm can solve a random instance of the decisional ^-wBDHI* problem with 

non-negligible probability over half. 

2.4 Cryptographic Primitives 

2.4.1 Public Key Encryption 

A public key encryption scheme is a tuple {Q, T>) such that: 

• {ke, kd) <— On input a security parameter 1入，the key generation 

algorithm outputs an encryption key ke and a decryption key kd. 

• c 8{rn, ke): On input a message m and an encryption key ke, the 

encryption algorithm S outputs a ciphertext c. 

• m T>{c, kd): On input a ciphertext c and a decryption key kd, the 

decryption algorithm V outputs a message m. 

Correctness: We require that: 

V(E(m., ke), kd) = m 

The security goal of an encryption is defined as the indistinguishability 

of cipliertexts under adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2). It is 

defined as the following game between a simulator S and an adversary A: 

1. (Setup.) S gives public key pk to A. 
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2. (Probe 1.) A can make decryption queries to a decryption oracle VO: 

On input a ciphertext c, output a message m = V{c, sk). 

3. (Gauntlet.) A randomly picks two messages mo, mi and gives to S. S 

flips a coin 6, computes c* = E{mb,pk) and returns c* to A. 

4. (Probe 2.) A can makes decryption queries to a decryption oracle VO, 

except for c*. 

5. (End Game.) A outputs a bit b'. 

A wins the game if 6 = Advj^ is «A，s probability of winning over half. 

Definition 26 An encryption scheme is indistinguishable against adaptive 

chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCA2) if Advj^ is negligible. 

There exist some other weaker security models in which the attacker is 

given less power. If the above game has no Probe 2 phase, then the security 

becomes "indistinguishable against chosen ciphertext attack (IND-CCAl)". 

If the above game has no Probe 1 and 2 phase, then the security becomes 

"indistinguishable against chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA)，,. 

2.4.2 Digital Signature 

A digital signature scheme is a tuple {Q, «S, V) such that: 

• [sk, vk) — 口（1入）：On input a security parameter 1 入，the key generation 

algorithm outputs a signing key ks and a verification key kv. 

• s «5(m, sk): On input a message m and a signing key sk, the signing 

algorithm S outputs a signature s. 

• T/± V(s, m, vk): On input a signature 5, a message m and a veri-

fication key vk, the verification algorithm V outputs T for valid or 丄 

for invalid. 
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Correctness: We require that: 

, . _ J T with probability 1; if 5 S(m, sk) 
K ^S, 771, VKJ — \ 

I 丄 with an overwhelming probability; otherwise. 

In regards to attacks, they range from (1) a known plaintext attack (in 

which the adversary is given a set of signatures and the respective messages), 

to (2) a chosen plaintext attack (where the adversary chooses a list of messages 

and asks the signer for their signatures), to (3) an adaptive chosen plaintext 

attack (in which the adversary uses the signer as an "oracle", asking for sig-

natures on message of his choice). 

In terms of forgery, there are several levels of success for an attacker: (1) 

existential forgery means the adversary succeeds in obtaining a signature on 

one message, which may not be of his choice, or even meaningful; (2) selective 

forgery means the adversary obtains a signature on a message of his choice; 

(3) universal forgery means the adversary, although unable to find the secret 

key of the signer, is able to forge the signature of any message; and (4) total 

break means the adversary succeeds in obtaining the signer's private key. 

The existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen plaintext attack of 

a signature schcme is defined as the following game between a simulator S 

and an adversary A: 

1. (Setup.) S gives public key pk to A. 

2. (Probe.) A can make signing queries to a signing oracle SO: On input 

a message m, output a signature s — <S(m, sk). 

3. (End Game.) A outputs a signature s* for message m*. 

A wins the game if V(s*, m*,pk) = T and s* is not the output from SO. 

Advj^ is •A's probability of winning. 
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Definition 27 A signature scheme is existential unforgeahle against adap-

tive chosen plaintext attack (EU-ACP) if Advj^ is negligible. 

2.4.3 Zero Knowledge 

A zero-knowledge proof of knowledge or zero-knowledge (ZK) protocol is 

an interactive method for one party to prove to another that a (usually 

mathematical) statement is true, without revealing anything other than the 

veracity of the statement. 

A zero-knowledge proof must satisfy three properties: 

1. Completeness: if the statement is true, the honest verifier (that is, one 

following the protocol properly) will be convinced of this fact by an 

honest prover. 

2. Soundness: if the statement is false, no cheating prover can convince 

the honest verifier that it is true, except with some small probability. 

3. Zero-knowledge: if the statement is true, no cheating verifier learns 

anything other than this fact. This is formalized by showing that every 

cheating verifier has some simulator that, given only the statement to 

be proven (and no access to the prover), can produce a transcript that 

"looks like" an interaction between the honest prover and the cheating 

verifier. 

The first two of these are properties of more general interactive proof 

systems. The third is what makes the proof zero-knowledge. In an inter-

active proof system, the sequence of information exchange is called a proof 

transcript. 

ZK is subdivided into the following: 
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1. perfect ZK: if for any input, a proof transcript can be produced by a 

polynomial time algorithm with the same probability distribution. 

2. honest-verifier ZK: if the verifier honestly follows the protocol, then the 

protocol is perfect ZK. 

3. computational ZK: if for any input, a proof transcript can be simulated 

by a polynomial time algorithm with probability distribution which are 

polynomially indistinguishable from the real proof transcript. 

4. statistical ZK: if for any input, a proof transcript can be simulated by a 

polynomial time algorithm with probability distribution which cannot 

be differentiated by any statistical distinguisher. 

E-Protocol 

A E-protocol for an NP-relation 1Z is an efficient 3-round two-party protocol, 

such that for every input (.t, y) to V and y to V, the first P-round yields 

a commitment message t, the subsequent V-round replies with a random 

challenge message c, and the last "P-round concludes by sending a response 

message At the end of a run, V outputs a 0/1 value, functionally dependent 

on y and the transcript r = (t, c, s) only; a transcript is valid if the output 

of the honest verifier is 1. 

Let L G {0,1}* be a language. Let U C {0,1}* x {0,1}* be a polynomially 

bounded binary relation and let L兄 be the language defined by TZ. We 

require that a S-protocol satisfies: 

1. Special Soundness. There is an efficient algorithm K (called a Knowl-

edge Extractor) that on input any y e L尺 and any pair of valid 

transcripts with the same commitment message (t, c, z) and {t, c'，z') 

outputs X such that {x, y) G K. 
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2. Special Honest- Verifier Zero-Knowledge (Special HVZK). There is an 

efficient algorithm S (called a Simulator) that on input y G L-^ and any 

challenge message c, outputs a pair of commitment/response messages 

t, z, such that the transcript r = (t, c, z) is valid, and it is distributed 

according to the probability distribution (V(x, y) V(y)), for any y 

such that (x, y) E It. 

2.5 Hash Functions 

A hash function is an efficiently computable function mapping binary strings 

of arbitrary finite length to binary strings of a fixed length i: 

As long as cryptographic use is concerned, a hash function may have the 

following potential security properties: 

• One-wayness. For a given c, it is hard to find an x such that H{x) = c. 

• Weak collision resistance. For a given x, it is hard to find a,n x' ^ x 

such that H(x) = H{x'). 

• Strong collision resistance. It is hard to find a pair {x\ x') with x' ^ x 

such that H{x) = H{x') if H is chosen at random from a family of 

hash-functions. 

In the above, strong collision resistance implies weak collision resistance 

which in turn implies one-wayness. It is sufficient to assume all the hash 

functions appeared in this thesis to be weak collision resistant. 
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2.6 Random Oracle Model 

The Random Oracle Model (ROM) is a paradigm that acts as a bridge be-

tween cryptographic theory and cryptographic practice. The idea of ROM 

was firstly formulated by Bellare and Rogaway [8 . 

Random oracle is a powerful and imaginary function that on any input, 

the distribution of the output hashed value is uniform in the function's output 

space. It has three properties: deterministic, efficient and uniform output. In 

the ROM, we assume hash functions are random functions and are publicly 

accessible by all parties. Random oracle, H, is an object to instantiate 

all hash functions in the model and reply all queries from the parties. A 

polynomial time algorithm cannot distinguish the query replied from a real 

world or the random oracle simulated by a function. 

The properties of determinism and uniform output mean that the output 

of a random oracle has an entropy greater than that of its input. However by 

Shannon's entropy theory, a deterministic function can never amplify entropy. 

Therefore random oracle does not exist in the real world. 

A hash function in the real world has its output values following some 

probability distribution which may not be discernible by a polynomially 

bounded distinguisher. Thus a real-world hash function only emulated be-

havior of a random oracle behavior to a precision where the difference is 

hopefully a negligible quantity. Despite of its impractical assumptions, the 

paradigm is useful to yield an efficient solution to prove the security of a 

protocol. It is better than no proof shown. 

Many signature or encryption schemes used rewindings of bashings and 

(or) observing hashing input and output in their reductionist security proofs, 

like the Schnorr signature. However the result of Barak el al. [3, 4] and 

Goldwasser and Kalai [53] proved the insecurity of the random oracle model 
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as it is used in the Fiat-Shamir paradigm. Several papers proved that some 

popular cryptosystems previously proved secure in the random oracle were 

actually provably insecure when the random oracle was instantiated by any 

real-world hashing functions [29, 5j. As a result, recently there are many new ‘ 

signature schemes which try to prove their security without random oracles. 



Chapter 3 

Literature Review 

In this chapter, we survey the literature on works related to our thesis. They 

serve as a good tutorial on various security goals and notions, current state-

of-art technology, similarities and differences among schemes. We hope that 

after reading this chapter, the readers can better understand the incentives 

that drive the writing of this thesis, and at the same time better evaluate 

the contribution of this thesis. 

3.1 Identity Based Signatures 

Since the introduction of identity based cryptography by Shamir [83] in 1984, 

there are some identity based signature schemes developed. The identity 

based signatures and identity based identifications are summarized by Bellare 

et al. [6]. They can be divided according to the underlying intractability 

assumptions. 

• RSA: These include Shamir's first IBS scheme [83], the Guillou-Quisquater 

scheme [54], the Girault scheme [51], the Okamoto scheme [75], etc. 

• Factorization: the Fiat-Shamir IBS scheme [45], the Ohta-Okamoto 

scheme [74], the Fischlin-Fischlin scheme [47], etc. 

26 
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• Discrete Logarithm: the Beth scheme [10], the Bellare et al. scheme 

[6], etc. 

• Pairing: the Sakai et al. scheme [80], the Cha-Cheon scheme [33], the 

Hess scheme [56], etc. 

3.2 Identity Based Encryption 

The first several proposals for IBE are not satisfactory [42, 86，88’ 69]. Some 

require that users do not collude. Some require tamper resistant hardware. 

Other require the TA to spend a lot of time on private key generation. Iden-

tity based encryption becomes practical only since 2001，when Boneh and 

Franklin [18] used a new mathematical tools called "Pairings". Since then, 

there are many identity based cryptosystems built using pairings. Pairings 

also improve many existing non-identity based cryptosystems. 

Several IBE schemes [30, 12, 55] are secure without random oracles under 

a weaker "selective-ID" model [30]. Recently, [13] and [90] proposed IBE 

schemes which are provably secure without random oracles under the stronger 

model of [18 . 

Recently, there is a new extension for IBE scheme [79] which suggests the 

use of biometric identities, such as iris scan or fingerprint. 

3.3 Identity Based Signcryption 

Zheng [102] proposed that encryption and signature can be combined as 

"signcryption" which can be more efficient in computation than running en-

cryption and signature separately. 

There are some papers [66’ 22’ 63，72’ 39, 64] concerning the combination 

of identity based signature and encryption to form IBSC schemes. The most 
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expensive single operation is pairing computations. Schemes of [66’ 22’ 64 

use 5 pairings, while [63, 39] use 6, and [72] uses 4. [22] is proven secure in 

a stronger model than [66，63]. [72] has no security proof. 

3.4 Identity Based Blind Signatures 

Blind signatures was introduced by Chaum [34]. Blind signature is described 

as follows: Upon request from Warden, a signing oracle makes a commitment, 

then blindly signs a message for Warden. Warden deblinds the signature such 

that the signing oracle knows neither the message nor the output signature. 

Parallel one-more forgery against blind signature is that an attacker in-

teracts with a signer I times and produces I + 1 signatures from these interac-

tions. Schnorr [81] reduced the parallel one-more unforgeability of the blind 

Schnorr signature to the ROS Problem. Some identity based blind signature 

schemes was proposed in [98, 99, 100 . 

3.5 Identity Based Group Signatures 

Group signature, introduced by Chaum and van Heyst [35], allows any mem-

ber of a group to sign on behalf of the group. However, the identity of the 

signer is kept secret. Anyone can verify that the signature is signed by a 

group member, but cannot tell which one. An open authority has a secret 

key to revoke the anonymity of any signature in case of dispute. 

Identity based group signature is firstly proposed by Park et al. [76]. [68] 

showed that the anonymity of the scheme was not guaranteed. Tseng and 

Jan [87] presented a novel ID-based group scheme. However, it is universally 

forgeable [61] and not coalition-resistant [60]. Several identity based group 

signature schemes are proposed in [32], [37]. [32] requires a new pair of 

certificate for each signature. 
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3.6 Hierarchical Identity Based Cryptogra-
phy 

Hierarchical identity based cryptography (HIBS and HIBE) was proposed in 

[50] and [58] proposed another HIBE. Recently, Boneh et al. [17] (preliminary 

papers [31, 19]) suggested some methods to construct CCA secure ^-level 

HIBE scheme from a CPA l)-level HIBE scheme. Several HIBE without 

random oracles are proposed in [12，13’ 90’ 15] using this result. Hierarchical 

identity based signcryption is firstly proposed in [40]. 



Chapter 4 

Blind Identity Based 
Signcryption 

Blind signature was introduced by Chaum [34], which provides anonymity of 

users in applications such as c-cash. It allows users to get a signature of a 

message in a way that the signer learns neither the message nor the resulting 

signature. 

Privacy and authenticity are also the basic aims of public key cryptogra-

phy. We have encryption and signature to achieve these aims. Zheng [102 

proposed that encryption and signature can be combined as "signcryption" 

which can be more efficient in computation than running encryption and 

signature separately. The security of signcryption is discussed by An et al. 

1 . 

We present the first blind identity based signcryption (BIBSC). Roughly 

speaking, BIBSC works as follows: Upon request from Warden, a blind sign-

cryption oracle makes a commitment, then blindly signs and computes the 

randomness term in the encryption part. Warden deblinds the signature and 

uses the randomness term returned to produce a signcryption. 

Wc make the following contributions to the literature: 

30 
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1. We present the first blind identity based signcryption (BIBSC). 

2. We formulate the first BIBSC security models to define security notions 

including blindness and parallel one-more unforgeability (plm-uf). 

3. We construct the first BIBSC scheme from pairings, and prove its se-

curity. The blindness of our BIBSC scheme is statistical ZK, and the 

plm-uf is reduced to Schnorr's ROS Problem in the random oracle 

model plus the generic group and pairing model (GGPM). 

4. We introduce the generic group and pairing model (GGPM) which is an 

extension of the generic group model [73, 84，81] by including support 

for pairings. We use this model to prove plm-uf of our BIBSC scheme. 

5. We introduce a strengthening of Boyen's [22] security model for identity 

based signcryption (IBSC) to add support of authenticated encryption. 

6. Wc construct the first proven secure IBSC scheme in the strengthened 

model. It is also the fastest and shortest IBSC scheme in our model as 

well as in Boyen's [22] model. 

7. The shortcomings of several existing IBSC schemes in the strengthened 

model are shown. 

4.1 Schnorr's ROS problem 

Parallel one-more forgery against blind signature is that an attacker inter-

acts with a signer I times and produces I + 1 signatures from these interac-

tions. Schnorr [81] reduccd the parallel one-more unforgeability (plm-uf) of 

the blind Schnorr signature to the ROS Problem in the random oracle plus 

generic group model (ROM+GGM). The followings are from Schnorr[81]: 
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Definition 28 (ROS problem) Find an overdetermined, solvable system of 

linear equations modulo q with random inhomogeneities. Specifically, given 

an oracle random function F : Zq ’ find coefficients ak,i G Zq and a 

solvable system of 1+1 distinct equations of Eq. (1) in the unknowns Ci,..., q 

over Zq： 

afc.ici + ... + ak,ici = F(ak,i,..., ak,i) for k = 1,..�t. (1) 

Theorem 1 [SI] Given generator g, public key h and an oracle for H, let a 

generic adversary A performs t generic steps and interacts with a signer for 

I times. If A succeeds in a parallel attack to produce I + 1 signatures with a 

probability of success better than (^)/^', then A must solve the ROS-problem 

in ROM+GGM. 

4.2 BIBSC and Enhanced IBSC Security Model 

We define the first security model for BIBSC and also an enhancement of 

Boyen's security model for IBSC. For logistics, we present the latter first. 

Intuitions: Basically, signcryption reuses the randomness in signing as 

the randomness in encryption, to achieve bandwidth conservation. Lower 

complexity is also a goal. In blind signcryption, below, the "prover oracle" 

delivers both the blind signature as well as the intermediate encryption re-

sults which reuses the randomness. In comparison, the prover oracle in a 

blind signature scheme delivers only the signature. 

In the naive sign-then-encrypt (StE) instantiation, the recipient can de-

crypt, and then re-encrypt the (sender) signed plaintext to a third party. The 

resulting signcryption is a valid signcryption but the signer and the encryptor 

are distinct. Boyen's ciphertext unlinkability [22] extends this basic idea. In 

the naive encrypt-then-sign (EtS) instantiation, the encryptor and the signer 
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are assured to be the same. The authenticated encryption [1] extends this 

basic idea. Our security model supports both ciphertext unlinkability and 

authenticated encryption in two different but closely related dual versions. 

4.2.1 Enhanced IBSC Security Model 

We present an enhancement of Boyen's security model for IBSC. The main 

addition is to add support for authenticated encryption. The signer cannot 

deny signcrypting the message to the recipient. Boyen's model is restricted 

to ciphertext unlinkability where this assurance is not required. Our model 

below is capable of supporting authenticated encryption and ciphertext un-

linkability. 

4.2.1.1 Primitives 

An IBSC scheme consists of four algorithms: (Setup, Extract, Signcrypt, Un-

signcrypt). The algorithms are specified as follows: 

Setup: On input a security parameter k, the TA generates ((, tt) where ( is 

the randomly generated master key, and tt is the corresponding public pa-

rameter. 

Extract: On input ID, the TA computes its corresponding private key Sjp 

(corresponding to tt)) and sends back to its owner in a secure channel. 

Signcrypt: On input the private key of sender A, Sa, recipient identity IDb 

and a message m, outputs a ciphertext a corresponding to tt. 

Unsigncrypt: On input private key of recipient B, Sb, and ciphertext a, de-

crypt to get sender identity [DA, message m and signature s corresponding 

to TT. Verify s and verify if encryptor = signer. Output T for "true" or 丄 for 

"false". 
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We make the consistency constraint that if d — Signcrypt{SA, IDB, m), 

then m Unsigncrypt{SB, cr). 

4.2.1.2 Indistinguishability 

Indistinguishability for IBSC against adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-

IBSC-CCA2) is defined as in the following game. The adversary is allowed 

to query the random oracles, key extraction oracle, signcryption oracle and 

unsigncryption oracle. The game is defined as follows: 

1. The simulator selects the public parameter and sends to the adversary. 

2. The adversary performs polynomial number of oracle queries adap-

tively. 

3. The adversary generates mi, I DAI, IDBI, and sends to the simulator. 

The adversary knows SAI- The simulator generates MO, IDAO, IDBO, 

randomly chooses b Gr {0,1}. The simulator delivers the challenge 

ciphortcxt a Signcrypl(SAb, J^Bb, rrib) to the adversary. 

4. The adversary performs polynomial number of oracle queries adap-

tively. 

5. The adversary tries to compute b, in the following three sub-games: 

(a) The simulator ensures BO = Bl, mo = mi. 

(b) The simulator ensures = Al, mo = mi. 

(c) The simulator ensures AO 二 Al, BO = Bl. 

The adversary wins the game if he can guess b correctly. The advantage of 

the adversary is the probability, over half, that he can compute b accurately. 

The oracles are defined as follows: 

Key extraction oracle KEO: Upon input an identity, the key extraction 
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oracle outputs the private key corresponding to this identity. 

Signcryption oracle SO: Upon input m, IDa, IDb, the signcryption 

oracle produces a valid signcryption a for the triple of input. 

Unsigncryption oracle UO: Upon input ciphertext a and recipient ID, 

the unsigncryption oracle outputs the decryption result and the verification 

outcome. 

Oracle query to KXO with input IDBO or IDBI is not allowed. Oracle 

query to SO with input (nii, IDAI, ID si) is not allowed. i Oracle query to 

UO for the challenge ciphertext from the simulator is not allowed. 

Definition 29 (Indistinguishability) An IBSC is IND-IBSC-CCA2 secure if 

no PPT adversary has a non-negligible advantage in any of the sub-games 

above. 

Our security notion above is a strong one. It incorporates previous secu-

rity notions including insider-security in [1], indistinguishability in [66], and 

anonymity in [22]. 

4.2.1.3 Existential unforgeability 

Existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen message attack for IBSC 

(EU-IBSC-CMA) is defined as in the following game. The adversary is al-

lowed to query the random oracles, K£0, SO and UO, which are defined in 

the above section. The game is defined as follows: 

1. The simulator selects the public parameter and sends to the adversary. 

2. The adversary performs polynomially number of oracle queries adap-

tively. 

1 We use a weaker model here for our construction. In a stronger model, this restriction 
for SO is not needed. 
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3. The adversary delivers a recipient identity IDb and a ciphertext a. 

The adversary wins the game if he can produce a valid (A, IDb) such that 

A can be decrypted, under the private key of IDB, to a message m, sender 

identity ID^ and a signature s which passes all verification tests. 

Oracle query to K£0 with input I Da is not allowed. The adversary's � 

answer (cr, IDb) should not be computed by SO before. 

Definition 30 (Existential Unforgeability) An IBSC is EU-IBSC-CMA se-

cure if no PPT adversary has a non-negligible probability in winning the game 

above. 

The adversary is allowed to get the private key of the recipient in the 

adversary's answer. This gives us an insider-security in [1]. This model for 

authenticated encryption is stronger than Boyen's [22] existential unforgeabil-

ity in the sense that our model provides non-repudiation for the ciphertext 

while Boyen's provides non-repudiation for the decrypted signature only. For 

ciphertext unlinkability, we have to add one more restriction for our model. 

Oracle queries to SO for ( / D + m ) in the adversary's answer using any re-

cipient identity are not allowed. Then the model changes to non-repudiation 

for signature only. 

4.2.2 BIBSC Security Model 

We will propose the primitives of blind version of IBSC and then define the 

security notions for blindness and parallel one-more unforgeability. 

4.2.2.1 Primitives 

A B I B S C is a five-tuple (Setup, Extract, BlindSigncrypt, Warden, Unsigncrypt) 

where Setup, Extract and Unsigncrypt are identical as primitives in IBSC. 
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(BlindSigncrypt, Warden) is a 3-move interactive protocol as follows. Input 

to BlindSigncrypt is the sender identity IDa and its private key Sa, and the 

recipient identity IDs- Input to Warden is IDa, IDb and a message m. 

1. BlindSigncrypt sends a commitment X to Warden. 

2. Warden challenges BlindSigncrypt with h. 

3. BlindSigncrypt sends back the response W and V to Warden. 

Finally Warden outputs a ciphertext a. 

4.2.2.2 Blindness 

Here we define the blindness of BIBSC. The adversary is allowed to make 

Qb queries to blind signcryption oracle BSO, qh queries to random oracles, 

Qk queries to ICSO, qs queries to and qu queries to UO, The adversary 

keeps the transcript T recording the interaction between BlindSigncrypt and 

Warden. 

Definition 31 (Blindness) A BIBSC is blind if given a ciphertext a by War-

den, Prob{a by Warden} = Prob{a by Warden\T} 

4.2.2.3 Parallel One-more Unforgeability 

Parallel one-more unforgeability for BIBSC (plm-uf) is defined as in the 

following game. It is similar to the one-more forgery for traditional blind 

signature schemes [7，11, 100 . 

1. The adversary gives the sender identity IDa to the simulator. 

2. The adversary makes a total of qu queries to blind signcryption oracle 

BSOiDk^ 1 < /c < A', queries to random oracles, qK queries to K £ 0 , 

qs queries to SO, and qu queries to UO. 
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3. The adversary delivers Qb + Qs ^ tuples ( / A , ctj) to the simulator, 

1 < i < 9B + 95 + 1-

The adversary wins the game if he can produce Qb + Qs + valid distinct 

tuples (/Dj, ai) that can decrypts, under the private key of IDi, to message 

rrii, sender identity I Da, and signature Sj which passes the verification tests. 

The SO, UO and JCSO are same as the one in IBSC. We have the new 

interactive BSC: 

BSC I Da'- Upon input IDB, it returns a number X. Then input a number h. 

It produces an output (W, V) based on sender IDA, recipient IDB, X and 

h. 

It is required that the private key of I DA is never extracted by KXO. 

Definition 32 (Parallel One-more Unforgeability) A BIBSC is plm-uf se-

cure if no PPT adversary has a non-negligible probability in winning the above 

game. 

4.3 Efficient and Secure BIBSC and IBSC 
Schemes 

We present our constructions of efficient and secure BIBSC and IBSC schemes 

from pairings. For logistics of presentation, we present the IBSC scheme first. 

4.3.1 Efficient and Secure IBSC Scheme 

This IBSC scheme follows the primitives in Section 2. Let Gi, G2, Gt be (mul-

tiplicative) cyclic groups of order p. The pairing is given as e : Gi x G2 — G^. 

Now we define our scheme as follows. 

Setup: The setup of TA is similar to [18]. On input a security parame-

ter A G N, a generator generates Gi, G2, G t , V and e. The TA 
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chooses a generator P G Gi and picks a random 5 G Zp as the master key. 

Then the TA sets Pta = P^ G Gi. After that the TA chooses crypto-

graphic hash functions Hq : {0,1}* — G 2 , : {0,1}* x G2 x {0,1}* — 

Zp, H2 ： G71 — {0,1}*, 7/3 : G t X {0,1}* 一 G2. The system parameters are 

�p，Gi,G2, G t , e, P, P ta . Ho, Hu H2, H^). 

Extract: Given a user identity string ID G {0’ 1}*, his public key is Qjp = 

Ho(lD) G G2. His private key Sid = {QidY G G2 is calculated by TA. 

Signcrypt: Suppose Alice wants to signcrypt a message m to Bob. Assume 

Alice's identity is I DA with public key QA and private key SA- Bob's identity 

is IDji. 

• Sign: Alicc chooses a random r eZp and computes: 

X =P' eGi 

h = Hi(m,XJDB) e Zp 

LY = S/QA'' E G2 

• Encrypt: Alice computes Qb = Hq[IDb) G G2 and: 

V =e{PTA\QB)eGT 

z =H2{V)®{IDA.m)e{0A}* 

Alice outputs a ciphertext a = {X, Y, Z) and sends to Bob. 

Unsigncrypt: Bob receives the ciphertext a = (X, Y, Z). 

• Decrypt: Assume the private key of Bob is Sb. Bob computes: 

=e{X,SB) 

{lOA.m) =Il2{V')®Z 
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Output {IDA.M) together with {X, Y, V) to Verify. 

• Verify: Bob computes W' = HZ{V', IDA) © Y and compares if: 

e(P, W) = e{XPTA\ QA) where h = H八M, X, IDB) 

Output T if the above verification is true, or output 丄 if false. 

In Section 4.2.1, Unsigncrypt also requires the verification for checking 

encryptor = signer. It is implicitly done in Decrypt and Verify as both of 

them use the same X in a* to decrypt and verify. 

Finally, we show the consistency constraint is satisfied in Decrypt and Ver-

ify. In Decrypt, V can be recovered as: E(X, SB) 二《尸、QB")=咨(尸tZ, QB). 

In Verify, if the signature is valid, both sides should be equivalent because: 

E(P, W) = E(P, SA^QAI = E(F, Q>I(S“R)) 二 付�") ’ Q J 二 QA). 

Theorem 2 Our IBSC scheme is IND-IBSC-CCA2 secure provided the co-

BDH Problem is hard in the random oracle model. 

Proof. Setting up: Simulator S is given (P, P", P^, Q) and wants to compute 

e(F, S sends the system parameter to Adversary A with PTA 二 尸卢 as 

in Setup. S randomly picks rjQ from { 1 , 2 , / i o } , where fio is the number of 

queries to HQ. 

Simulating Oracles: As regards queries to the oracles: 

• Query on Hq for identity ID is handled as follows: 

- T h e "Q-th distinct query to HQ is back patched to the value Q. 

The corresponding identity is denoted as IDQ. Adds the entry 

{IDQ, Q) to tape Lq, and returns the public key Q. 
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一 Otherwise, picks a random Ai G F*, adds the entry {ID, Aj) to the 

tape Lo, and return the public key Qid =尸入� 

• Queries on Hi, H2 and H3 are handled by producing a random element 

from the codomain, and adding both query and answer to tape Li, L2 

and L3. 

• JCSO: For input identity IDa-

—If IDa = IDq�then S terminates its interaction with A, having 

failed to guess the targeted recipient among those in Lq. 

-O the rwi se , S retrieves {IDA , ^A) from LQ and returns SA = 
(p")A 為. 

• SO : For input message m, sender IDA, and recipient IDB. 

- I f IDA = IDq, then S randomly chooses r,h E F*, and lets X = 

广 V y = (Q广.Then, S adds the tuple (m, IDB) 

to Li to force the random oracle HI{m,X) = h® IDb- Finally, 

<S uses {X, W, m, r, IDS) to run Signcrypt to produce the desired 

ciphertext a. 

—Otherwise, S retrieves { IDa ,入a� f rom Lq and computes Sa = 

Then S will run Signcrypt using Sa and get ciphertext a. 

• UO : For input recipient IDb and ciphertext A = (X, Y, Z). 

一 If IDB = IDQ, then S searches all combinations {IDA,M,X, W) 

such that ( m , X , / i i ) G Lj, {V, /i2> G L2, {VJOA^KZ ) G L3, for 

some hi, /i2, /i3, V, under the constraints that /13 ® V = W, 

h 2 ® Z = and Verify[/A4，m’X’M,’/Z)^] 二 T. Pick a 

(IDa,爪〉in one of the combinations above to return as answer. 
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If no such tuple is found, the oracle signals that the ciphertext is 

invalid. 

-Otherwise , S retrieves {IDB, ^B) from Lq and computes Su = 

(P")Ab Then S will run Unsigncrypt using Sb to get {IDA,rn) or 

丄. 

Extraction: As in the IND-IBSC-CCA2 game, at some point A chooses 

plaintext mi, sender IDa\, and recipient IDb\ on which he wishes to be 

challenged. S responds with challenge ciphertext (X, Y, Z), where X = P^. 

Y and Z are random strings of appropriate size. All further queries by A are 

processed adaptively as in the oracles above. 

Finally, A returns its final guess. S ignores the answer from A, randomly 

picks an entry {V, /i2> in L2, and returns V as the solution to the co-BDH 

problem. 

If the recipient identity IDAI = IDQ selected by S, to recognize the 

challenge ciphertext {X, Y, Z) with X = is incorrect, A needs to query 

random oracle H2{V) with V 二 e(X, SQ) = 二 It will 

leave an entry (V, /z.2�on L2, from which S can cxtract V = E{F, QY^. 

Theorem 3 Our IBSC scheme is EU-IBSC-CMA secure provided the co-

CDH Problem is hard in the random oracle model. 

Proof. Setting up: Simulator S is given (P, and wants to compute 

Q^. Others are same as in the proof sketch of Theorem 2. 

Oracle Simulation: The signcryption oracle, unsigncryption oracle, and 

key extraction oracle are simulated in the same way as in the proof of The-

orem 2. 

Extraction: Assume ^ is a PPT adversary. Rewind A to the random 

oracle query whose output appears in verification of Unsigncrypt. Then we 
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obtain W = and W = in respective forks. Combining, we can 

compute the co-CDH Problem if Qa = Q. Then Q^ = Sa = 

Dual support of ciphertext unlinkability (CU) and authenticated 
encryption (AE): 

One of the main difference between our IBSC scheme and Boyen's scheme [22 

is that our scheme has linkability (AE) while Boyen's scheme has unlinkability 

(CU). In our original AE version, we include the recipient identity in the 

signature, such that the adversary cannot reuse the signature s by sender 

I Da for other recipients and encrypt s to forge a signcryption from I Da to 

the adversary himself. 

As unlinkability may also be important in some applications, we provide 

the CU version of our scheme. The only change is that in Sign change h = 

HI{M, X). Other steps remain unchanged. Therefore this CU version is 

as efficient as the original AE version. Noticc that by changing to CU, 

unforgeability for ciphertext reduces to unforgeability for signature only, as 

in [22]. 

4.3.2 The First BIBSC Scheme 

In this BIBSC scheme, Setup, Extract and Unsigncrypt are the same as Section 

4.3.1. We describe the interactive protocol for BlindSigncrypt and Warden 

below: 
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BlindSigncrypt Warden 
choose r eZp choose eZp 
send X = ~> 

compute X = X卞, 

compute h = H{m., X, IDb) 
1 A 

<— send h = 
send M/' - Sa'^Qa" 

^nd V = e{PTA\QB)— 

compute W = WQA^ 
compute V = V^EIPRA^,QB) 

compute Y = Ih{V, WA) 0 W 
compute Z = H2{V) ® (JDA, m) 

/S A A 

output a = � X ’ Y, Z) 

Consistency is verified as: 

W) =E{P,W-Q/) and K = V - K P t a ^ Q b ) 

= e ( P , Q Js/H>�r+" = ^严(m+/3)，Qb) 

= Q A ) = SB) 

Theorem 4 Our BIBSC scheme has blindness. 
Proof. To prove the blindness of BIBSC scheme, we show that given a valid 

八 A A 

ciphertext (X, Y, Z) and any transcript of blind signcryption {X, /i, W, V), 

there always exists a unique pair of blinding factors G Z*. Since tho 

blinding factors are randomly chosen, the blindness of BIBSC scheme is 

achieved. 

Given a valid ciphertext (X, y , Z), then there exists a unique (X, W, 

V, m) for this ciphertext. Then for any transcript of blind signcryption 

(X, H, W, V), the following equations must hold for A,P E Z*: 
X = X卞 

h =a-'^Hi{m,X) 

W = W^QA^ 
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From the second equation, we see that there exists a blinding factor A 二 

Hi{m, X)/h. For this a, there exists a blinding factor (5 from the first equa-

tion and (3 = logp{XX~°'). Therefore we have to show that these blinding 

factors Q, (5 satisfy the last two equations. 

Notice that there exists a SB which is the private key for QB. Then: 

^ =E{X,SI,) 

^V'EIPTA^QB) 

Furthermore, {X, W,m) is a valid signature. Therefore we have: 

e(P, VV) = e(X, QA)E{PTA, Oi严("’义） 

= E{XPTA\QATKP^QA) 

= 耿 

A A A 

Hence, given a valid ciphertext (X, Y, Z) and any transcript of blind sign-

cryption (X, /i, W, V), there always exists a unique pair of blinding factors 

a,/? G Z；. Therefore, Pr[a by Warden] = Pr[cr by Warden|T]. The blindness 

of BIBSC scheme is proved. 

Theorem 5 Our BIBSC scheme is plm-uf secure provided Schnorr's ROS 

Problem is hard in the ROM+GGPM. 

Proof. For simplicity, assume that A makes all SO queries for challenge 

identity I Da. Otherwise, A wins with a smaller probability. This proof refers 

to a genoric adversary A performing some t generic steps, including some qb 

interactions {XIJII.WIYI),- •. Yg/?) with BSO, some QS com-

putations (Xqs + l,"<7B + l ’ % s + l,K7B + l)’. • . X^qB+qsAs+qs^^QB+qsyQB+Qs) With 

SO, producing some " � group elements in GU- We let r = ( r i , . . • , rg^+q^) 
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denote 5SO or SO random coins. Let fi = P, f2 = Ft a, f s , … , f t ' � G Gi 

denote the group elements of 乂,s computation. The generic A computes 

FJ =尸aj’-i 尸》/ UZV' X广’'where XG are 8SO commitments and the ex-

ponents depend arbitrarily on previously computed non-group data. 

Schnorr's Lemma 2 implies DLP is hard (uncomputable by PPT generic 

adversary) in GGM. Similarly, it applies here. It is hard to get s from QB^-
, A A A 

Let «4，s outputs (Xj, WI, VI) be valid for message mj, sender I DA and 

rocipiont /D/j . , I < i < Qd + qs + 1- Then we have hi = Hi(Xi,rhi, IDsi) 

for some hash query satisfying QA) = e(P, WI). Let XI = FA]^. 

The equation Q 力 = � / ) S - i 11£严入严"， 

QA) and Q^)=e(P , M^�《尸f义‘，QA) imply: 

QB+QS 

E=I 

If hi = —fiai,o + ciffi’eh'e, then A can easily compute the correct Wi. 
Then we have Wi = Qa"""''-' Y I L i w h e r e MV • • ,Wi, a^^-u-.. are 

known to A. 

Conversely, A must select /ii, • • • , hi as to zero the coefficient involving 

the master secret key s. Otherwise we can recover Qa^ from VKi,- • • 
/N As 

• • HI, WI which are known to A. Then it can solve the Im-

coCDH problem, as we get Q^ private keys from JCSO. The probability of 

solving Im-co-CDH in GGPM is negligible. Hence A must solve the ROS 

problem. 

A 

Remark: In our proof, we use an alternative representation for Y and 

Z. Let 6/4 (rosp. ^5) be a bijective mapping from G2 to G4 (resp. from 

{0,1}* to G5) where G4 (resp. G5) is a cyclic group. Change H2 : G t 一 

Cs, Ih : Gr X {0,1}* — G4. Then Y 二 Ih{V J Da) ® G G4 and 
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Z = H2{V) e 9^{{IDA,m)) G G5. In Unsigncrypt, we can use and 0广 to 

recover the message. The efficiency and security of our BIBSC scheme will 

not be affected. 

4.4 Generic Group and Pairing Model 

We briefly introduce the generic group and pairing model (GGPM) by ex-

tending the gciicric group model (GGM) of [73’ 84, 81], to include the support 

for the pairing oracle. There are two types of data, namely, group elements 

in Gi, G2, and G'/’，and non-group data. The group cardinalities are prime 

numbers pi, p2, ps respectively, with = P2 == Ps = P- Non-group data are 

integers in Z (or in Z,) depending on convention). The base elements of Gt 

can be randomly generated, obtained from the blind signcryption oracle, or 

computed as the pairing of one element from Gi and one element from G2. 

The GGPM consists of: 

1. Three GGMs, one for each of Gi, G2, and Gt- Denote their encodings 

by Oi-.Gi^ Si, i = 1,2,3. 

2. A pairing oracle, e : Si x S2 ̂  S.i、satisfying bilinear properties. 

3. Other oracles in the security model such as BSO, JCSO and random 

oracle. 

The encodings 6i arc that non-group operations arc meaningless. Similar 

to [81] each generic step is a computation of one of the following: 

mex-1: 山 — G i ’ ( a ( i i ) , …，� ,必 )广 .， ‘ g g ) ) " ！！丄？！”广”） 

mex-2: Z ， x G ? — . . . ’ 4 : ) ’ 必 ) , • • • ’ 必 )） -

mex-3: Z ， +山乂 g^^G^^ G t , 

( 4 3 ) , … ’ I 办， . P ) , . . . , 鬚 )，們，…’(必 ) ,必 ) )） 
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mex-p : Z，办 X Gfi x G^' — G t , 

The elements 7̂p)，s are P, /V儿 8SO commitments Xj's, and randomly 

generate Gi elements. The elements 分P)'s are Q/^'s, 5/d's, BSO responses 

M î's, and randomly generate G2 elements. The elements 众P)，s are BSO 

responses K's, randomly generate Gt elements, and pairing oracle outputs. 

Similar to [81], wc can omit randomly generated group elements, below, 

w.l.o.g. 

A (iion-iiitcractivc) generic algorithm is a sequence of ttotal generic 

steps 

1. I npu t s are: /{") , . . • , f̂ ^̂  G Gu for u = 1,2,3, 1 < < Uotah where 

t' = 亡 ' u < ttotal and non-group data like Zp in given ciphertext or 

signature. 

2. Computation steps are: = [1 二 ( / 广 ) f o r z - i； + 1, • • • , 

u = 1,2’ and / f ) = n工l(/f)广.111弘,<(各(/!1)’/尸产人玄 for i = 

+ 1 , • •. ’ 亡 3 , where ttotai =艺1 + 亡 2 + 艺 3 + 艺 4 and exponents a-^ depends 

arbitrarily on and non-group inputs. 

3. Outputs are: iioii-group data and group elements . •. , fa^^where 

the integers di, • • • , G {!,••• , t^} that depend arbitrarily on the 

non-group input. 

The generic adversary can also perform equality test, if-then-else, looping, 

and other logical operations. We omit discussions about them here. 

In the generic algorithm, each computation step /i") must be repre-

sented as the product of powers of group elements "Ji)，s, ":?’s, and 
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e(5»[i)’ 乂2))’s. There are only polynomially many group elements involved in 

any PPT algorithm. Each step can be represented as a sequence of expo-

nents, and that representation should be unique. A collision is when a step 

can have multiple representations w.r.t. the bases consisting of the prescribed 

set of group elements. The following lemma shows the collision probability 

for /i(i),/j2),/么3) arc negligible except when involving oracle queries. The 

proof is similar to Schnorr's Lemma 1 and omitted. 

Lemma 6 In an arbitrary instantiation of the generic groups and the generic 

pairing, the probability of a PPT generic algorithm being able to compute a 

collision is negligible, except the collisions obtained via oracle queries. The 

probability is taken over randomized instantiations of all randomly generated 

base elements. 

Oracle assisted collisions are obtained from the BSO which are of the type 

e{A, B) = e(C, D) in G t - The ICSO also yields collisions in G2. The identity 

based characteristics need special attention in the proof of this lemma. 

Next we elaborate on interactive generic algorithms. We count the 

following generic steps: 

• group operations mex-1, mex-2, mex-3, mex-p 

• queries to hash oracle H 

• queries to key extraction oracle K£0 

• interactions with a blind signcryption oracle BSO. 

A generic adversary is an interactive algorithm that interacts with 

BSO. The construction is similar to Schnorr's, unless specified below. The 
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input consists of generators 以(丄），以(2), 5»(3)’ public keys Qi, • • • G G2, mas-

ter public key PTA G group order p, pairing e(., •) and collection of mes-

sages, ciphertexts and so on, which can be broken into group elements and 

non-group data. 

A's transmission to KXO depends arbitrarily on given group elements 

and non-group data. Notice that key extraction for sender's private key is 

not allowed. 

The restriction is that A can use group elements only for generic group 

operations, equality tests and for queries to hash oracle and K£0�whereas 

non-group data can be arbitrarily used without charge. The computed group 

elements are given as explicit multiplicative combinations of given group 

elements. Let Xt = " � " € G^We = Q / 计 G G2,Vf = e{Xe, Sb,) 

for i = 1, • • • , / be the group elements that A gets from BSO using the 

sender IDa and recipient IDs f A computed /Ji) G Gi is of the form 

/ ) ” = nLiX广;:')’ where the exponents 4 : h ’ . . . G Zp de-

pend arbitrarily on given non-group data. A computed f j ^ G G2 is of 
(2) (2) 

the form f ? � = Yl̂ ^̂ i ,where the exponents depend arbitrarily 

on given non-group data. A computed /尸 ^ G t is of the form /尸 二 

e(p, QAr^-^e{PTA. QA)'^^ n L i 

Powers and limitations of GGM and GGPM 

Because co-CDH and one-more co-CDH are collisions in GGPM, Lemma 6 

implies they are hard. The perspective is that co-CDH constitutes collisions 

in GGPM. The real-world interpretation of this model-based result is roughly 

as follows: GGM (resp. GGPM) bans certain operations, in the sense that 

it can be assumed w.l.o.g. that the gciieric algorithm does not use these 

operations. The justification is that these operations are thought to be of 

no help. In GGM for discrete logarithm with parameters p, g, the additions 
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(resp. subtractions) in Zp are banned. In GGM for ECDL with parameters 

p, base point G whose order is p, arithmetics in Zp are banned. In GGPM 

where we have in mind the Gi, G2, and GT are all groups of elliptic curve 

points, the GGPM model allows point operations, arithmetics in Zp, but 

bans arithmetics in Zp on the argument that they do not help. 

Based on such model assumptions, GGM has been used to prove results 

that often cannot be proved in other models. The GGM has been used 

to prove the hardness of the discrete logarithm [73, 84]. It has also been 

used to reduce plm-uf of Schnorr or Okamoto-Schnorr blind signature to 

the ROS Problem [81], or the one-more discrete logarithm problem. Note 

that the one-more discrete logarithm problem is proven hard in the GGM 

by simple applications of the methods used in [81]. Based on similar model 

assumptions, we use GGPM to reduce plm-uf of blind signcryption to the 

ROS Problem or the one-more coCDH Problem in this paper. Note that 

one-more co-CDH is proven hard in GGPM. 

Algorithms already exist that exploit operations banned from GGM. The 

index calculus method to compute the discrete logarithm utilizes size infor-

mation in Zp to achieve efficiency. It is outside the boundary of GGM. In 

ECDL, it is suspected but not yet explicitly demonstrated that arithmetics 

in Zp and properties of the curve can be exploited. Therefore, GGM and 

GGPM are used with these elliptic curves applications in mind. If and when 

exploitations of Zp arithmetics or curve properties, or other unforeseen tech-

niques outside the model, can be exhibited, both GGM and GGPM will need 

to be reexamined. 

Lemma G also implies the hardness of the one-more co-CDH Problem in 

the GGPM. The one-more co-CDH Problem is (roughly speaking): Given QB 

queries to the co-CDH Oracle, compute QB + 1 co-CDH Problems. 
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4.5 Comparisons 

The bandwidth and complexity efficiencies of our IBSC scheme is compared 

against a collection of existing schemes in Table 4.1. 

The computation time includes the number of pairings and exponential 

computation as they are the most expensive in IBSC scheme. The actual 

number of computation which cannot be prc-computed (when the recipient 

identity and the message is not yet known) is shown in bracket. 

For fair comparison on ciphertext size, we assume that a message m of 

length |m| have to cut into k pieces for signcryption, usually with 160-bit for 

cach picce. The 160-bit randomness is reused by multiple 160-bit blocks in 

the same message. We assume this bandwidth-conserving manoeuvre does 

not reduce security. We ignore the bandwidth cost of sending the sender 

identity by assuming it is sent just once, or not sent at all as the recipient 

is expecting a few senders. |Gi| (resp. |Fp|) denotes the size of Gi (resp. 

Fp) element, which is about 160 bits for most representative in elliptic curve 

implementation and signcryption applications. In LQ2 [64], 6 is 160 bits for 

ciphertext unlinkability, and 0 bit for ciphertext linkability. 

Schemes M, LQl, NR and CYSC are not IND-A secure, because the 

iinsigncryption requires the knowledge of sender identity in advance. 

4.5.1 Comment for IND-B 

In the following, please refer to the original paper for original scheme and 

the definition of the symbols used. In the IND sub-game (b), the Adversary 

chooses message m, sender I DA and recipient IDBI- The Adversary knows 

the private key of I DA. Simulator chooses a recipient ID BO, and randomly 

picks b G {0,1}. Simulator signcrypts the message m from sender I DA to 

recipient IDsb and returns the ciphertext to the Adversary. The Adversary 
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Table 4.1: Comparing bandwidth and complexity efficiencies of IBSC 
schemes. IND-A (resp. IND-B, IND-C) means sender anonymity (resp. re-
cipient anonymity, message confidentiality). StE (Sign-then-Encrypt) and 
EtS (Encrypt-then-Sign) use ID-based encryption from [18] and ID-based 
signature from [33]. 

Scheme Security Ciphertext Size Signcrypt Unsigncrypt 
IND EU Time Time 

A B C #pair #exp #pair #exp 
R t s ~ V 7 " V “ + l ) | G i | + 2 | 7 n | 1 4 ( 1 ) 3 T ( l ) 

StE X ~(2fc + l ) |Gi | + 2|m[ 1 4 (1) 3 1(1) 
M [66] X y/ X v̂  (fc + l ) |Gi | + |m| "l 3 (1)~ 4 ~ (1) 

LQl [63] X~~X~~~ sj A:(|Gi| + |Fp|) + H 2 (1) 4 “ 1 (1) 
NR [72] ~ ~ ~ X ~ X (fc + l ) |Gi | + |m| 1 3 (2 ) ] 1(1) 
B [22] * (fc + l ) |Gi | + |m| 1 4 (3 ) "I 2 (2 ) 
CYHC [39] ~ ^ J A:(|Gi| + |Fp|) + |m| V 2 (1 ) "I 1(1) 
LQ2 [64] * (A-: + l ) |Gi | + H + W " 1 (3) 4 “ 1 (1) 
This scheme ^ ^ ~ (A: + l ) |Gi | + |m| "l | 4 (1) | 3 1 (1) 

has to guess b. 

Libert and Quisquater's scheme 1 [63] 

The Adversary has the ciphertext (c, r, S) and CIA, the private key of /DA-

The Adversary computes: 

k2 = H2{e{S,QBi)e{dA,QBiY) 
m' 二 � 

The Adversary outputs b = 1 if m' = m. Otherwise, the Adversary outputs 

6 = 0. Then the Adversary wins the IND game with probability 1. 

Nalla and Reddy's scheme [72 

The Adversary has the ciphertext (R, S�C) and Sa, the private key of IDa-

The Adversary computes: 
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R' =(R\\Hi(e{QBi^SA))\\m) 

C = kA® m 

The Adversary outputs b = 1 if C = C. Otherwise, the Adversary outputs 

6 = 0. Then the Adversary wins the IND game with probability 1. 

4.5.2 Comment for IND-C 

[63] showed M is not IND-CCA2 secure. In the IND sub-game (c), the Ad-

versary chooses message mi, sender ID A and recipient WB- The Adversary 

knows the private key of I DA- Simulator chooses a message m � ’ and ran-

domly picks b e {0,1}. Simulator signcrypts the message rrib from sender 

J DA to rocipicnt IDS and returns the ciphertcxt to the Adversary. The 

Adversary has to guess b. 

Libert and Quisquater's scheme 1 [63] 

The Adversary has the ciphertext (c, r, S) and dU, the private key of I DA-

The Adversary computes: 

Ppit = Sd\ 

k'^ = H{e{P^ulf\QB) 

The Adversary outputs h = \ \i d = c. Otherwise, the Adversary outputs 

b = 0. Then the Adversary wins the IND game with probability 1. 

Nalla and Reddy's scheme [72 

The Adversary has the ciphertext (R, S, C) and SA, the private key of IDA-

The Adversary computes: 
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R' =(R\\H,(e{QB.SA))\\m,) 
kA =H"(i(QB,R�、) 

C = kA® nil 

The Adversary outputs 6 = 1 if C" = C. Otherwise, the Adversary outputs 

6 = 0. Then the Adversary wins the IND game with probability 1. 

4.5.3 Comment for EU 

In the EU game, the Adversary chooses message m, sender IDa and recipient 

IDB- The Adversary knows the private key of IDB- The Adversary returns 

a ciphertext a and recipient identity IDb to the Simulator. 

Nalla and Reddy's scheme [72] 

The Adversary has SB�the private key of IDB- The Adversary randomly 

chooses a e R and computes: 

R 
R' = {R\\Ih{e{Sis^QA))\\m) 
S 的们 

kA = / / 〃 ⑷ 严 ' ⑷ ） 

C =kA®m 

The Adversary outputs the ciphertcxt A = {R, S, C), sender identity IDA 

and recipient identity IDB to the Simulator. 

The Simulator decrypts by computing: 

kB =H"{e{S,SB)) 
m = /cb © C 

The decryption succeeds. Then in verification, the Simulator computes R'= 

{R\\Hi{e(SB.QA))\\m) and checks if: 
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By the above construction, the ciphertext must pass the verification. Then 

the Adversary wins the EU game with probability 1. 

Boyen's scheme has unforgeability for the signature only. It does not 

satisfy the unforgeability for ciphertext in our security model and also the 

security model of standard signcryption in [1]. LQ2 scheme is similar to 

Boyen's in this aspect. Our IBSC scheme avoids this controversial property 

of unlinkability and achieves unforgeability for ciphertext. 

As wc can sec, our IBSC schcmc is the fastest, with shortest ciphertext 

size and proven secure in the strongest model among the existing schemes. ^ 

4.6 Additional Functionality of Our Scheme 

From our new efficient IBSC scheme, we can achieve further functionalities 

which are useful in reality. They are the TA compatibility and forward 

secrecy. 

4.6.1 TA Compatibility 

In the reality, it is quite often that sender and recipient use different TAs. If 

this situation happens, our scheme can still be used without major changes. 

Assume all TAs use same pairing e, hash functions and P G Gi. Now 

let Alice uses TAl with master key si. Hence Ptai = Psi and Sa = Qa ' '-

Similarly Bob uses TA2 with master key S2. Hence PTA2 =尸s2 and SB 二 

In our scheme, Sign remains unchanged. In Encrypt, V =咨((^s”’ 戶7\42) 

and others remain unchanged. Decrypt remains unchanged. In Verify, e(F, V) 

= Q A ) and others remain unchanged. Consistency is verified as: 

2 After the completion of this research, two new pairing-based IBSC schemes are pro-
posed in [36] and [70]. [36] has the same efficiency after pre-coinpute and has similar 
security as our IBSC scheme. [70] proposed a faster scheme with same bandwidth, but 
there is no security proof for it. 
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V = K P T A 2 . Q B 1 and e[P,W) 
= 尸’ 叫） 

= SB) =e(PTAi'X,QA) 

The security and cfficioncy of our schcmc remains unafFectod. Therefore, 

our scheme can have the TA compatibility function. 

4.6.2 Forward Secrecy 

Our scheme can achieve forward secrecy. It means that even if the private 

key of the sender is compromised in the future, the past communications will 

not be compromised. It can be achieved as in our scheme: 

V = KPta.QB1 

where r cannot be known even if sender private key is compromised in the 

future. Therefore Adversary cannot compute V and hence cannot recover m 

from Z. 

If sender and recipient use different TAs as in Section 6.1, then our scheme 

can even achieve partial TA forward secrecy. If master key of TAl is com-

promised, then the past communications with users using different TAs will 

not be compromised, since the computation of V requires the knowledge of 

r or S2： 

Therefore even s i is compromised in the future, the adversary still cannot 

compute V and hence cannot recover m from Z. 

4.7 Chapter Conclusion 

III this chaptcr, wc have proposed a new BIBSC scheme and its security 

model. We introduce the generic group and pairing model (GGPM). We 

proof the BIBSC scheme is secure against plm-uf in ROM+GGPM. 
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For the IBSC scheme, our scheme is the fastest, with shortest ciphertext 

and proven secure in a stronger security model when comparing with existing 

schemes. We provide the flexibility for choosing linkability of ciphertext or 

not. 



Chapter 5 

Identity Based Group 
Signatures 

Group signature, introduced by Chaum and van Heyst [35], allows any mem-

ber of a group to sign on behalf of the group. However, the identity of the 

signer is kept secret. Anyone can verify that the signature is signed by a 

group member, but cannot tell which one. Therefore group signature pro-

vides anonymity for signers. Usually in group signature schemes, a group 

manager issues certificates to his group members. Then the group member 

uses his certificate and his own secret key to sign messages. Anyone can ver-

ify the signature by the group manager's public key. In some cases, an open 

authority has a secret key to revoke the anonymity of any signature in case of 

dispute. Mostly it can be done by an encryption to the open authority when 

signing the message. On the other hand, anonymity can be revoked when a 

signer double signs in some schemes. Group signature is a very useful tool 

in real world. It can be used in e-cash, e-voting or attestation [24] in trusted 

computing group. 

After tho introduction of group signature by Chaum and van Heyst [35], 

there are numerous group signature schemes proposed, such as Ateniese et 

al. [2), Dodis ct al. [44], Boneh ct al. [16]. The state-of-the-art is to have 

59 
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a group signature scheme with signature size independent of the group size. 

The security model of dynamic group signature is proposed in [9]. 

However, none of the existing group signature scheme can be completely 

verified in an identity based manner, that is the group public key and the 

opener public key are arbitrary strings. The current "Identity based" group 

signature are mostly for identity based group member only ([76，68，87’ 32, 

37]). We think that identity based group member is not enough for group 

signature. It is bocauso the signer's public key is always anonymous in group 

signature. Whether it is identity based or not has no effect to the verifier. 

Wc think that it is constructive to have a group signature with identity based 

group public key, which is the identity of the group manager in this case. At 

the same time, wc also want to support identity based group members, as 

well as open authority. We call this new scheme to be a fully identity based 

group signature. However all of the existing schemes only have identity based 

key pairs for group members only. Group signature scheme with identity 

based group manager and identity based open authority remains as an open 

problem. In this paper, we will give a generic construction, and then a specific 

instantiation of such a identity based group signature. 

Contributions. Our main contributions are: 

• We introduce the formal study of group signature schemes with identity 

based group manager, identity based group members and identity based 

open authority. 

• Wo presont the first construction of the above scheme, completo with 

security models, and reductionist security proofs in the random oracle 

model. The size of the signature is 0(A) bits. 

• We extend Bellare, Shi, and Zhang [9j's generic group signature con-

struction by verifiably encrypt, to the Open Authority (OA), a one-way 
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image of the signer public key instead of the signer public key itself. 

This technique is crucial to the topic in this paper. 

5.1 New Intractability Assumption 

Definition 33 Let e : Gi x G2 — Gt be a pairing. Given the following: 

1. 9i,9i,9i\9T ^^iforl<i<k; 

2. R e GT； 

3. Pr{7i = aP“ alli,l<i< k} = Pr{7i + aPi, alli,l<i<k} = 1/2. 

4. Pr{7z = c^A, all i, 1 < i < k AND R =各(£h’"2)知如} - Pr{7t + 

a(3i, all i,l<i<k AND R — = 1/2 

The Lockstep DDH Problem (resp. Lockstep DDH+coDBDH Problem； is to 

distinguish between the two nonzero prohabilUy events in (3) (resp. (4)) above 

with non-negligible probability over 1/2. The Lockstep DDH Assumption 

(resp. Lockstcp DDH+coDBDH Assumption) is that no PPT algorithm can 

solve the Lockstep DDH Problem (resp. Lockstep DDH+coDBDH Problem). 

Lemma 7 The Lockstep DDH Assumption in Gi holds if and only if the 

DDH Assumption in Gi holds. The Lockstep DDH+coDBDH Assumption 

holds in (Gi, G2) if and only if the DDH Assumption in Gi and the co-DBDH 

assumption in (G2, Gi) both hold. 

Proof. We prove for the Lockstep DDH+coDBDH Assumption only. The 

other caso is similar. The DDH assumption and the co-DBDH assumption 

implies the Lockstep DDH+coDBDH assumption is straightforward. 

Wc now proof in the opposite direction. Let be a PPT solver of the 

Lockstep DDH+coDBDH problem with advantage ei. Consider its per-

formance when given the following problems: [DDHz: (g\, Qi, gi\ gj')] for 
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1 < i < k and [co-DBDH:(仍,"2’必，於，尺)];where 7i = Oi(5i or is random 

with half-half probability, and R = S (仍，仍 o r is random with half-half 

probability. Then we can give the "generalized lockstep" problem to B to 

solve: for 1 < i < /c; (g2.gi\9l\R)]- With probability 

the "generalized lockstep" problem is a Lockstep DDH+coDBDH 

problem, and in that case B solves it with probability 1/2 + ei. Other-

wise, the “ generalized lockstep" problem is not a Lockstep DDH+coDBDH 

problem, and let vis consider B's performance in this case. Let €2 denote 

the probability that B outputs 丄 meaning the problem is not a Lockstep 

DDH+coDBDH problem. C2 = 0 if he is not allowed to do so. Then B out-

puts either DDHz and coDBDH decision with equal probability (1 — e2)/2 

because there is a symmetry w.r.t. the two cases. 

Let us build an algorithm to solve DDHz and co-DBDH: 3 ' outputs 

"yes" to DDHz and co-DBDH if B outputs "yes" on input "generalized lock-

step" problem; and 5 ' outputs "no" otherwise. Then: 

E t i k h M ^ ' solves DDHi} + solves co-DBDH} 

= ^ Pt{B solves Lockstep DDH+coDBDH} +£2 + | (1 - ^ - 62) 

Therefore B, has a probability non-negligibly over half of solving either DDHi 

or co-DBDH problem. 

5.2 Security Model 

We present a security model for the identity based group signature. Here we 

adapt the models for dynamic group signature in [9], and add support for 

IBGS. Our scheme is applicable to multiple certificate authorities (CA, or 

group managers) and open authorities (OA). 
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5.2.1 Syntax 

A identity-based group signature (IBGS) is a tuple (Init, OKg, GKg, UKg, 

Join, Iss, GSig, GVf, Open, Judge) where: 

• Init: I—param. On input the security parameter generates 

system-wide public parameters param. The identity manager of CA 

{I Ma) has (sk,pk) pair {xa, Va) for CA (resp. I My has (xu, yu) for 

group members, im�has (xq, Vo) for OA) and an efficiently samplable 

one-way XP-relation (7?.^), with trapdoor xa (resp.〈尺(/〉，with trap-

door xij, (TZo), with trapdoor rro). An efficiently saiiiplablc family of 

one-way NP-relation T = {(T^c.i) : with trapdoor gskj, is defined for 

issuing certificate, param is {ija, Vu, Vo, 'J^a,尺�/’ 尺o， 

• OKg:(oa, xq) h-> (.Toa, (luxoa). Oil iiiput the OA identity oa, the i mo 

uses his secret key xq to compute the secret key Xoa of the OA, some 

auxiliary information AUXOS such that ((xoa, AUXO^), oa) G TZQ-

• GKg: (ca, Xa) ^ (xca, auocca,〈尺c7，ca�). On input the CA identity ca, the 

I Ma samples T to get the relation (7?.c,ca)- The I Ma uses his secret 

key Xa to compute the group secret key of CA Tea, some auxiliary 

information auxca such that ((x^a, auxca),ca) G 7Za-

• UKg: (id, xcr) I—> (xid, auxid). On input the identity id of the member, 

the I Mu uses his secret key xu to compute the secret key Xjd of the 

member, some auxiliary information aux\d such that ((â id, aux]^), id) G 

nu. 

• Join,Iss is a pair of interactive protocols between the user and the CA, 

with common inputs ca and id. Iss's additional inputs arc .Xca and 

auXcA. Join's additional inputs are Xjd and aux\A. At the conclusion, 
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Join obtains cert\d satisfying ((xid, aux\d, cerUd^ca), id) € T̂c•，ca, and Iss 

stores (id, ce r� ’ca) in a registration table reg. 

• GSig: (id, Xid, auxid, ca, oa, cert\d,ca^ M) a. On input the keys, 

certificates and message, outputs a signature a. 

• GVf: (ca, oa, M, a) i—> 0 or 1. On input the message and signature, 

outputs 1 for valid signature and 0 for invalid signature. 

• Open: (ca, Xoa, reg, M, cr) i-> (i,u;). The OA with key Xoa has read 

access to reg. On input a valid signature a for message M for ca, 

output identity i for the corresponding signer, and u is the proof of 

this claim. Output i =丄 if no such member is found. 

• Judge: (ca, id, oa, M, cr,u;) i—> 0 or 1. It checks if the proof a; is a valid 

proof that id is the real signer of a for message M under ca, oa. Outputs 

1 for valid and 0 for invalid. 

Remarks: Here wc use (param,ca) to denote gpk in [9]'s original syntax. 

We also split the GKg in [9] into Init, OKg and GKg. It is because we want to 

emphasize that group managers (CA) and open authorities (OA) are identity 

based. 

5.2.2 Security Notions 

Wc have the security notions of Correctness, Anonymity, Traccability, Non-

frameability from [9], with modification for identity based. We give a brief 

description hero. 

Cor r ec tnes s : Let a GSig(id, Xjd, aux\d, ca, oa, cerijd.ca, M) for arbi-

trary id, Xid, aux\d, ca, oa, cer îd.ca, M. The IBGS has opening correctness if 

(id, cj) Open(ca, Xoa, reg, M, a) and Judge(ca, id, oa, M, a,uj) = 1 with over-

whelming probability. It has verification correctness if GVf(ca,oa, M, a) — 1 
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with probability 1. The IBGS is correct if it has verification and opening 

correctness. 

We have the following oracles for the adversary to query: 

• The Random Oracle TZO: simulate the random oracle normally. 

• The Key Extraction Oracle-CA ICEOc'. ca —> x^^. Upon input CA ca, 

outputs his secret key rCca. 

• The Key Extraction Oracle-OA KSOq, oa —>• rcoa. Upon input OA oa, 

outputs his secret key Xoa. 

• The Key Extraction Oracle-User JCSOu- id —>• Xjd- Upon input user id, 

outputs his socret key rcid. 

• The Join Oracle JO\ (id,ca) —> cerica. Upon input id of group ca, 

outputs the certca corresponding to an honest Iss-executiiig CA. 

• The Issue Oracle lO: (id,ca) —>• certca. Upon input id of group ca, 

outputs the certca corresponding to an honest Join-executing user. 

• The CoiTuption Oracle CO: (id,ca) —> AUX]D, certca)- Upon input 

user id of group ca, outputs the secret keys (xjd, aux\d, certca). 

• The Signing Oracle SO: (id, ca, oa, M) — a. Upon input user id, group 

ca, oa and a message M, outputs a valid signature. 

• The Open Oracle 00\ (oa,ca, M,a) —>• (id,a;). Upon input a valid 

signature a for message M under ca, oa, outputs the signer id and tho 

proof uj. 

Remark: KEOQ is a stronger oracle than OO in the sense that ICSOQ 

directly gives the secret key for OA, while OO only opens a particular 

signature. 
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Anonymity: We have the following Experiment Anon for anonymity: 

1. Simulator S invokes I nit. S invokes UKg, Join, Iss together QU times 

to generate a set of honest users, denoted HU, with secret keys and 

certificates. 

2. A queries HO, CO, OO, lO, JCSO�K-SOu, JCSO�in arbitrary interleaf. 

3. A selects two users ido, idi G HU, ca^, oa^ a message M and gives 

them to S. Then S randomly chooses b e {0,1} and returns the 

gauntlet ciphertext a ca^, oa^, M). oa^ should not be input 

to OO, ICSOo before. 

4. A queries UO�CO, OO, TO, ICSOc, KSOu, ICSO�in arbitrary interleaf, 

oap should not be input to OO, JCSOq. 

5. A delivers an estimate b G {0,1} of b. 

A also has write access to registration table reg in the experiment. A wins 

the Experiment Anon \ih = b, and oa^ has never been queried to ICSOo- 乂’s 

advantage is its probability of winning Experiment Anon minus half. 

Remark: By not allowing to query the gauntlet oa^, our model is closer 

to that of [16] which does not support any OO, than to that of [9] which 

supports OO. 

Definit ion 34 The IBGS is anonymous if no PPT adversary has a non-

negligible advantage in Experiment Anon. 

Traceability: We have the following Experiment Trace for traceability: 

1. S invokes Init. S invokes UKg, Join, Iss together QU times to generate a 

set of honest users, denoted HU, with secret keys and certificates. 
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2. A quer ies 7ZO, CO, JO, KLEOC, KSOU, JCSOO in a rb i t ra ry interleaf. 

3. A delivers signature a for messages M for group ca and open authority 

oa. ca should not be input to JCEOc-

A also has read access to reg. A wins the Experiment Trace if GVf(ca, 

oa, M, a) = 1’ either i =丄 or Judge(ca, i, oa, m, a, u) = 0’ where {i,uj) <— 

Open(ca, Xoa, reg, M, a), ca has never been queried to K X O � a n d (z, ca) has 

never been queried to CO, »4’s advantage is its probability of winning. 

Definition 35 The IBGS is traceable if no PPT adversary has a non-negligible 

advantage in Experiment Trace. 

Non-Frameability: We have the following Experiment NF for non-frameability: 

1. S invokes Init. S invokes UKg, Join, Iss together qu times to generate a 

set of honest users, denoted HU, with secret keys and certificates. 

2. A queries 7̂ C>, CO, SO, TO, JCEOC, KXOU�KXO�in arbitrary interleaf. 

3. A delivers (a, M, i, a;), where lu is the proof of user i signed the signature 

cr for messages M with group ca and open authority oa. 

A also has write acccss to reg. A wins the Experiment NF if GVf(ca, oa, 

M, cr) = 1, Judge(ca, i, oa, M, cr, a;) = 1, z has never been queried to CO and 

a is not the output from SO for M, i, ca, oa. »4’s advantage is its probability 

of winning. 

Definition 36 The IBGS is non-frameable if no PPT adversary has a non-

negligible advantage in Experiment NF. 

Definition 37 An IBGS scheme is secure if it is correct, anonymous, trace-

able and non-frmiicablc. 
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5.3 Constructions 

In this chapter, we present a generic construction for identity-based group sig-

nature (IBGS) which is applicable to different kinds of relations between the 

identity based CA, users and open authority. After the generic construction, 

we give an efficient implementation which is provably secure in the random 

oraclc model. 

5.3.1 Generic Construction 

A generic IBGS is a tuple (hit, OKg, GKg, UKg, Join, Iss, GSig, GVf, Open, 

Judge): 

• I nit, GKg, OKg, UKg, Open, Judge follows the syntax. 

• Join,Iss is a pair of interactive protocols with common inputs ca and id. 

Iss's additional inputs are Xca and auxca- Join's additional inputs are 

.Tid and an.Tid. Join runs a proof of knowledge protocol to proof that 

he knows a:id and aux\^ to Iss. At the conclusion, Join obtains cert\^ 

satisfying ((.Xid, a?i.Tid, ceroid,ca), id) € and Iss stores (id, ceroid,ca) 

in a registration table reg. Join may also obtain aux^^ as part of ceriid,ca-

• GSig: (id, ca, oa,工-丨山 anxjd, ceroid, M) i—> cr. A user id who has cert\^ 

runs: 

SPK{{\6, .Tid, auxid, ceriid,ca, i") : (a:id, anxjd, id) 6 TZu 

A (id, aurcid’ ceriid’ca) e 尺 c ’ c a A ctxt = Enc(id, oa, r)}(M) 

The signature a is obtained from the above "signature from proof-of-

knowledge" SPK�following [28]，s notion. 
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• GVf : (a, M) 0 or 1. On input the signature a, a verifier verifies a 

according to the above SPK. The verifier outputs 1 for valid signature 

and 0 otherwise. 

5.3.2 An Instantiation: IBGS-SDH 

We instantiate the generic construction above in the SDH group. 

Init: On input the security parameter l \ generates a pairing e : Gi x G2 —> 

Gt where the above three (multiplicative) cyclic groups are of order p. The 

I Ma (rcsp. I M(), / M u ) secret key is xa 6 Z* (resp. xq, xy) and public keys 

are Qa^Va = qT ^ (resp. gchUo = gS^, and gu,yu = Ou")- Let u be 

a generator in Gi. Define cryptographic hash functions Ha : {0,1}* —12^� 

Hu ： {0,1}* — Gi, Ho ： {0,1}* Gi, H ： {0,1}* Z；. 

For CA, define 尺力 = { ( ( x c a , c a ) : = por OA, 

define TZq = {(xoa,oa) : Xoa = Ho[o2Y°}. For user, define TZu = ： 

X = H [ / � F o r certificate, define T = {(1lc,i) : i} with trapdoor Xi. 

nc�ca 二 {(id, M’e)) ： 二 u}. 

Let 卯 ， " 1 ， j 9 2 ， 仍 ， p 4 , w are generators in Gi. Then: 

param = ( I 2M ,分o , 2 /o , 9 ( /，如， • • • n , T ^ o ， 九 , 尺 t / , 尺 o , 

OKg: On input OA identity oa, the identity manager I M � u s e s xq to com-

pute OA secret key Xoa = Hoip^Y^. 

GKg: On input CA identity ca, the identity manager IMa defines 1Zc,ca = 

{(id, {A, e)) : 7-̂ (7(id) = ？/,} and computes as follows: 

1. Randomly generate r G Z*. 

2. Compute auxcs = g^, Xca = r + HA{auXca\\c3i)xA mod p. 
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This is taken from BNN-IBI [6]. Finally CA gets (xca,auxca)-

UKg: On input user identity id, the identity manager IMu uses Xu to com-

pute user secret key rcid = 

Join.Iss: Common inputs are id, ca. Join's additional input is x\d and Iss's 

additional inputs are Xca, auxca. Join firstly runs a proof of knowledge of 

x\d for id. Then Iss uses Xca, auxcs to computes ceriid,ca = (A, e) satis-

fying (id, ceriid.ca) € 7^c,ca- Iss randomly selects e G Z*, and computes 

A = Iss sends {A,e, auxca) to Join. The validity of aux^a 

can be checked by BNN's IBI [6]. Note u is a fairly generated public param-

eter, Join acccpts the certificate if and only if 

where S = ^；义‘=cmajca?/̂ ""̂ 一工""〔臼）.Finally Join obtains certid,ca,肌工ca. Iss 

computes W = e(H(/(id), qa), and puts (id, A, e, W) in reg. 

GSig: A member id from group ca with secret key x and certificate (A, e) 

computes a signature a for message M and oa by 

x, (A, e), d):x = ？ ^ A = u 

八 ctxt =�7"Mid)，"Jg(7^o(�a)’y�)d 八 U == gim") 

which is equivalent to 

SPK{(\d, X, (A e) ,d) : e(a:, gu) = e(Hc;(id), yu) 

A eiu^g^) = e{A,gAre{A,S)e{nuW,gA) 

八 ctxt =各(:Kf;(id)，pJg(?io(oa),^)d N U = g i 

A <S = a u : r c a y � — " " " ) } ( A ” (5.1) 
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The further instantiation is as follows. Randomly selects Si,d G Z*. Com-

putes S2 = esi. The masked images are: 

to = # 八 = 八 <2 = nu{\d)gi' N h = Agl' tK h = tlgl' 

And we have: ctxt = e ( ? ^ c / ( i d ) , y o Y A ^ = 9o-

Randomly selects n , � 2 ’ � 3 , r^ € Zp, Ri, i?2, -R3 ̂  ^ i . Computes: 

丁0 = 9o a ti = rigl' a t2 = r292 a ra = r^gl' 

八 二 [召(仍，咨(分2’?/i/)r = 说 

The challenge is: 

c = >^((to’. . .山“5川(To’.. . ’7"8)||au:Cca||ctxt||[/||M) (5.2) 

The responses are: 

zo = ri- CSI A ZI = rix-'' a z2 = rmjiiy� 

八 Z3 = 八 <24 =厂3 - ce A 25 = r2 — CS2 八 zq = r^ _ cd 

The signature a is:(�0,…’亡3，亡5)||匚||(2：0,…’ <26)11 肌a:CA||ctxt||[/||M. 

GVf: Given a signature a, it computes: 

U =�/'i,.9{/)-i召((2,'"")八 /‘6 二 S) 

A 力8 = A To = A n = Z^glX 

A T2 = A ra = Z^g^Hl A u = le{gi, gu) - 'e (g2 ,yu)Y% 

八 二 片 山 : 。 广 5 八 � 6 = 《 仍 , 分 仍 ， 仍 仏 似 ) ] 乂 C 6 八 = g'A'UC 
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Then it computes challenge c according to Eq. (5.2), and compares it to the 

challenge c received in the signature. If they are equal, output 1 for valid 

signature. In all other cases, output 0. 

Open: The open authority uses his secret key Xoa to open the encryption in 

the signature a. Denote Qoa = 7-^o(oa). He computes: 

m = e{nu{\d), Oa) = ctxt/e(a:oa, U) 

The open authority compares W with the registration table reg. If no such 

entry is find, output 丄. I f it is found to be user id, the open authority 

computes a proof of knowledge of Xoa such that e(a:oa, U) = ctxt/m: 

1. Randomly picks Sq € Zp. Computes: 

t'o = Xo.h'o A t\ = e(/i, Uy'o A 力'2 - i(h,goY'o. 

2. Randomly picks rjj, r[ e Zp. Computes: 

r^ = Qolh'o 八 r; = e(/i, Ufo t̂  六 = i ( h , g o Y � 

3. Computes c' = i；, i'̂ )!! W, r；, r^)||ctxt||[/|lm). 

4. Computes Zq = Fq - c%, Z； = Qoi-'̂ oa-

Outputs the proof u; = (f()||c'||(4’ Z；)) to judge. 

Judge: On input id, ca,oa, the signature a and the proof u, it computes: 

m = e(H[/(id), 八 m ' = ctxt/m 

八 l ' \ = m ^ � l J V m ' A l'2 = Klo.9o)e{Qo. .yo) 

A T̂  = 八八 = i ( J h U Y ' n ’ / 八 = & ( J i � g o Y ' < 

Then compares if c' = ；̂, i^)!! W, r；,r^)||ctxt||f/||m). If it is true, out-

put 1. Otherwise, output 0. 
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5.4 Security Theorems 

We now give the security theorems for the above instantiation. It follows the 

definition in section 5.2. The proofs can be found in the full version of this 

paper. 

Theorem 6 The IBGS-SDH scheme is correct. 

Proof. Obvious. 

Theorem 7 The IBGS-SDH is anonymous in the random oracle model if 

and only if the DDH Assumption in Gi and the co-DBDH Assumption in 

(G2’Gi) both hold. 

Proof. Suppose 乂 is a P P T algorithm that breaks the anonymity of the 

group signature. Then we show how to construct a PPT algorithm S that 

solves the Lockstep DDH+coDBDH problem in (Gi，G2)，which is equivalent 

to the co-DBDH problem in (G2,Gi) and the DDH problem in Gi. 

5 is given the instance g\, g \ � g � � g ' l � G Gi for 1 < z < 4; g'^.g^'^g^'' ^ 

G2 and R G Gt for unknown a^, ^i, 62 G Zp. S is sets the public parameter 

go = g'2,yo = g'/�go = g'l,g\ = g'l��gi = 2 = gs = g'l彻,g^ = g'l知.S 

generates Qa^xa^Va = q'a', Qu^ocu^Vu = G'u and u = qa- S randomly picks 

I G {1, ."’<?//}, where QN is the number of query to HO- S provides A the 

parameters param. 

The oracles are simulated as follows: 

• is random oraclo. 

• HAid'UXiWi)-. On input new auxi, i, randomly pick X e Zp Return A. 

Store {auxi, i, A) in tape Ca-
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• H(/(«)： On input new i, randomly pick A G Zp and return gy. Store 

(z, A) in tape Cu-

• Tioi})'- On input new i, randomly pick A E Zp and return Qq. Store 

(z, A) in tape Co- For the £-th query, return Q = g[ and back patch 

(i, Q) in Co- Denote this identity as ig. 

• )CSOu{i)- Computes Hu{i)- Then Xi = y^, where (、入）e Cu-

• )CSOc{ca): On input ca, randomly pick h,Xca € Zp and computes 

auxca = Q^a"Va^- ^ back patches HAiauXcaWca) = h. Store {auxca, ca, 

h) in tape Ca- Return {xca-, auXco)-

• KEOo(oa)\ Computes Tioipa). Then Xoa = y么,where (oa,入)e Lq. If 

oa = ig, declare failure and exit. 

• XO[i, ca): It interacts with the honest user i. Computes (xca, cluXco) 

as in ICSOcXcn). Randomly sclccts e G Zp, and computes: 

/I = � ) " ( e + � ° ) , M/ = e{nu(i).9A)-

Stores ( 7 , A, e, W) in reg. Returns e, auXca) to honest user i. 

• CO{i, ca): Oil input the identity, this oracle outputs the user's secrct 

keys. Computes Hi{i). Computes Xi as in KSOu{i)- Computes certi^ca 

as in IO{i, ca). Returns (xi, certi^ca)-

• 00(oa, ca, m, a): Computes ?Yi(oa). Then Xoa = where (oa, A) G 

Ci. Return (i,a;) Open(ca, Xoa, reg, m, cr). If oa = ig, declare failure 

and exit. 

At any time, A can query the oracles above. At some point, A sends 

the gauntlet identity io,ii，group ca, open authority oa and message M to 
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S. S flips a coin b G {0 ,1} and computes (xb, e^) — CO(ib,ca). S 

sets to = P i " 山 = = n u ( i b ) g [ ' ' \ h = = 片 5 

randomly chooses a challenge c e Zp and response 2o, •••,^6 from suitable 

domains. It computes tq, ...,T8 as in GVf. S sets U =以广 and computes 

ctxt = e{Hu{ih),9A)R- Then back patch c to H as Eq. 5.2. S returns the 

signature cjg as the gauntlet to A. 
A A, 

A finally outputs a bit b. U b = b, S returns "yes" for the Lockstep 

DDH+coDBDH problem. Otherwise, S returns "no". By the back patch 

above, if ^ has a non-negligible advantage e in winning the game, S has 

advantage e/qn in solving the Lockstep DDH+coDBDH problem, and hence 

can either solve the DDH problem in Gi or the co-DBDH problem in (G2, Gi). 

Bow wo derive the opposite reduction in the Theorem statement: Give the 

Adversary a Lockstep DDH+coDBDH Oracle which can solve the Lockstep 

DDH+coDBDH Problem, and then show it can crack Anonymity. If the 

adversary is given a signature 

o- = {to, ••• ,^3, t5)| |c| |(2;o,... , Z6)||au:rca||ctxt| |[/ | |M 

which can pass GVf. A is also given (0:5, A^, 65) for users id^ where b € {0,1}. 

Then A randomly flips a coin b = 0 /1 and inputs to the Oracle: g[ = go, 

二 to, g'产=9u = h/x,, g'产=92. g'^ = t^/Huiid,), g'产=办 

二 . 9 ' 产 = f u , 广=/'5//?, g'2 = 9(h 92' = VO. a'2' = fA 

R = ctxt/e{Hu{idb), ga)- If the Oracle outputs 1, then A outputs idb as the 

signer. Otherwise, A outputs as the signer. 

T h e o r e m 8 The IBGS-SDH is traceable in the random oracle model if and 

only if the k-CAA2 assumption holds. 

Proof. Let ^ be a P P T adversary attacking the traceability. We show 

that given a colluding group of k signers, with the knowledge of the opening 
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key and access to some oracles, we can use A to solve the /c-CAA2 problem. 

S is given the tuple u,v e Gi, 92,92�G G2 and pairs Â ) with 

distinct and nonzero e '̂s satisfying 乂广〜入‘ = u for 1 < z < /c as input. The 

value s 二 logu(v�is also given to <S. 

vS sets gA = g2,gu 二 V. S randomly selects xa.Va = Qa". ^u .Vu = 

and gchXo,yo = g眾.S randomly selects and sets g^ = v'\ S setups the 

rest of param and provides to A. S randomly picks ^ € {1,..., Qc}, where Q� 

is number of query to CO. 

The oracles are simulated as follows: 

• Hu(i)'. On input new i, randomly pick Xj from the given /c-CAA2 tuple 

and return 乂 Store (?', Xj) in tape Cu-

• JO{i., ca): It interacts with honest issuer ca. Computes .Xj as in 

/CS^Ou(i). Then interacts with ca with Xi. Finally ca returns certi^ca-

• CO{i, ca): On input the identity, this oracle outputs the user's se-

cret keys. Computes xi as in KSOu{i)' Computes [x^a, duxca) as in 

ICSOcica). Randomly selects e G Zp, and computes: 

Stores (z, A, e, W) in reg. Returns {xi, A,e,auXca)-

For the £-th query, randomly selects h e Zp and computes auXca = 

qIVa^. S back patch HA{(iuXca\\ca) = h. Picks a pair of (AI,EI,XI) 

from the k-CAA2 tuple. Back patches (i, Â ) to £ ( ； . Then we have 

Xi 二 y � . R e t u r n s {xi, Ai,ei,auXca)- Computes W = e{Hu(i),gA)-

Stores {i,Ai,ei,W) in reg. Denote this identity as ca^. If ca = ca" in 

future queries, also runs the above steps. 
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Other oracles are similar to the proof of theorem 7. ca^ should not be 

input to the KSOc- Suppose A can output a valid signature a such that the 

OA cannot trace the identity of the signer, or the OA can find the identity 

of the signer but cannot prove that to Judge. 

Below we proof the soundness of the proof system between Open and 

Judge. Rewind the simulation to obtain: 

1 = A Z A ^ t J ^ ^ ' A 1 = e(/i, 产'A 1 = e(/i, 

t'o = A Z 广 A c ' p � A c ' a t[ = e(/i, A 4 =�/I，奶)A站/AC 

And notice that we have: 

t[ = e(h, Uy'o = S(t'o, [/)m'-i 

"2 =色(Jh goY'o = e{tQXoa~\9o) 

Let .s~；) = -Az'q/Ac'. Hence m' = e(t'o, f；)̂；"̂  = E{H''OT'o,U). Since we have 

= h - t h e n m' = U) = e(xoa, U). Therefore we extract the 

witness Xoa = t̂ ĥ '̂ .̂ Hence for an OA with secret key Xoa, he can always 

output a valid proof to the Judge if he knows the identity of the signer. 

If finally A returns a signature with group ca 二 ca^, then we rewind the 

simulation to the point where c is computed. 

After rewind, we get: g 念恥哈 � = 1 , A Z i g f ' H f ^ = 1, bJZn农风tf 二 1’ 

AZsgt�玲。=1, i t ' i t = 1’ 々辟^/么。=1. 

Let h = - A 勿 / A c , 5 = b^Z严、H = bJL;仙'二 H肌 A = AZ^'^^', 

E = -AZ4/AC, S2 = - A z s / A c , D= -AZQ/AC. We have: 

e(.93, " / O [ e t e , S)e(g2^ g ^ T ' ^ = 1 

e{93.9Ay''[K93.S)e{g2,gA)Y' = te 
=E(U ,似 ) -1各(力2力5 ’ 9A)e(t3, S). 

After rearranging, we have: 

e(n, qa) = e(i, S)e{n,似)eto, ffA)拖、 
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If esi = S2, then we get a pair of {A, e.H) which satisfy A^'^^H = u. Then 

we have {A, e, A), where (z, A) G A , that solves the k-CAA2 problem. 

If esi + S2, then we have i若”？^^^芒召广拟=u. Then we have A* = 

A + - S2), where (z, A) 6 £1, such that A*) solves the /c-CAA2 

problem. 

Hence if A has a non-negligible advantage e in winning the game, S has 

advantage e!q�in solving the /c-CAA2 problem. 

Now wc derive the opposite reduction in the Theorem statement: Give 

the Adversary a A:-CAA2 oracle, and then use it to compute/forge an ad-

ditional signature, which is not traceable, after k queries to the CO Oracle. 

Then A gets k sets of (Aj, ê , Xi) for idi where 1 < i < k. A inputs (乂“ ej,入么）， 

where {idi, K) € >̂ 1, to the k-CAA2 oracle. The oracle returns a new pair 

A backpatches (id*人)to £1. A uses the JCEOu to find x^ 

for id�Then A uses {A^, e*, x*) to compute a signature for message m. 

Then an honest OA will find that the signature is valid and opens to a value 

e{Hu{id*),gA)' As it is not in reg, the OA will outputs 丄 . H e n c e A can 

forge a signature. 

T h e o r e m 9 The IBGS-SDH is non-frameable in the random oracle model 

if and only if the co-CDH assumption holds. 

Proof. Assume A can win Experiment NY with advantage e, and it 

delivers signature a, message M and a proof u to signer ig. It remains 

to prove that (1) the VE (Verifiable Encryption) part, cu, validly opens to 

e(?i[/(iy), gA)', and (2) the signature part is sound. 

(1) This means if Judge(ca, ig, oa, M, a, uj) = 1, then 
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where QB = Ho[oa). We prove by forking simulation. Some may find this 

proof approach not rigorous enough. But this is the state-of-the-art proof 

technique for the correctness of decryption in many results on VE. Besides, 

it is possible to modify the security model somewhat slightly to make this 

kind of proof rigorous. We omit details of the modification for the simplicity 

of presentation. 

Suppose S is given (P, P'^.Q). S sets gu = P,yu = 尸 � f o r the identity 

manager of members. 

S sets g^ = qq — P. S randomly selects xa, xq and computes ua — 

g^A »yo 二 g才.^ setups the rest of param and provides to A. S randomly 

picks £ in {1,...’ 肪}，where qh is the number of query to Hu-

The oraclcs arc simulated as follows: 

• Hi]{i)-. On input new i�randomly pick X e Zp and return g^. Store 

(i, A) in tape Cu- For the £-th query, return Q and back patch {i, Q) 

ill Cu- Denote this identity as ig. 

• }CSOu(i)- Computes Hui})- Then Xi 二 yj), where (i, A) G Cy. If 2 = ig, 

declares failure and exits. 

• CO{i, ca): On input the identity, this oracle outputs the user's secret 

keys. Computes H\{i). Computes Xi = yj}, where (z, A) G Cu- Com-

putes certi�ca as in XO{i, ca). Returns (xj, cerU^ca)- If i = ig, declares 

failure and exits. 

• SO(i, ca^ M): If i ^ ig, computes Xj, certi^ca as in CO. Then uses 

Xi, {Ai,ei) to sign the message M. Return the signature a. 

If SO(ig, ca, M) is called, randomly selects Iq, G Gi, chooses 

a challenge c E Zp and response ZQ, ..., ZQ from suitable domains. It 
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computes tq, ..., rg as in GVf. Then back patch c to H as Eq. 5.2. 

Obviously this signature will pass GVf. 

Finally if A can frame a member i* of signing a message m, it has prob-

ability l/qn of framing user ig. A should not query CO{i*) or SO{i*, m). If 

i* = ig, S opens the signature and extracts Xî  as the solution to the co-CDH 

problem. 

(2) This means the soundness of the proof system in Equation 5.1 when 

ctxt and U are discarded. This is proved in theorem 4. 

Hcnce if A has a non-negligible advantage e in winning the game, S has 

advantage s/qh in solving the co-CDH problem. 

Now wc derive the opposite reduction in the Theorem statement: Give 

the Adversary a co-CDH oracle, and then show it can frame. Suppose A 

wants to frame user id*. A then inputs to the co-CDH oracle: P = g^, 

pa = yu, Q = Hu[id^)- Denote the oracle output Q�be x^. Then A uses 

x^ to act as an honest user to interact with the Issue Oracle. The oracle 

outputs a valid certificate (yl*, e*) for user id^. Then A uses (A*, e*, x*) to 

output a signature a for message m. After that A extract the secret key of 

OA by KSOo- uses it to compute a proof u that shows id, signs sigma. 

Hence lj must pass Judge. Then A outputs (a, m, to frame user id” 

Summarizing, we have: 

Theorem 10 Let e : G i x G2 —> Gt be a pairing. The IBGS-SDH is secure 

if and only if the DDH Assumption in Gi, the co-DBDH Assumption in 

(G2, Gi), the k-SDH' Assumption, and the co-CDH Assumption all hold in 

the random oracle model. 
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5.5 Discussions 

5.5.1 Other Instantiations 

For the above generic construction, we use a discrete logarithm type of iden-

tity based key pairs for CA and pairing type of identity based key pairs for 

OA and group members to give an instantiation. Prom [6], we have three 

identity based identification for discrete logarithm type: Beth [10], Okamoto 

[75], BNN [6]. They are suitable for constructing the key pairs for both CA 

and group iiiciiibcrs. Wc have different identity based identification for pair-

ing type ([80], [56], [33]). They are suitable for constructing the key pairs for 

group members. For OA, the key pairs can be obtained from secure identity 

based encryption which allows efficient verification. Therefore we can form 

different identity based group signature using different combination of the 

above key pairs. 

For other kinds of certificates in group signature schemes, CA in Ateniese 

et al. [2] has private key (p', q') from the strong RSA assumption. However 

no existing identity based identification has this form of user key pairs. For 

Dodis et al. [44], there is no CA and the group public key is some accumulated 

value. Both are not suitable for having identity based group manager. 

If ono wants the encryption scheme for the open authority to be CCA-

2，then we can modify our scheme as follows. We perform the SPK without 

encryption, and then perform a verifiable encryption scheme from Camenisch 

and Damgard [26] with Fiat-Shamir heuristic. The encryption scheme used 

is Fullldent from Boiieh and Franklin [18], which is CCA-2. However, the 

signature size of this scheme will depend on the group size. 
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5.5.2 Short Ring Signatures 

We can formulate our group signature scheme without open authority. We 

refer this kind of signature scheme as ring signature, as the anonymity of the 

signature scheme is non-revokeable. It extends the idea of ring signature in 

78]. 

Without the open authority, our signature scheme has signature size in-

dependent of the group size. To turn the identity based group signature to 

a short identity based ring signature scheme, wc only have to remove the 

encryption from GSig. The OA, Open, Judge are also removed. Then short 

identity based ring signature is constructed. 

5.6 Chapter Conclusion 

In this chapter, we present a fully identity based group signature scheme, with 

identity based group manager, identity based group members and identity-

based open authority. We give a generic construction and also an instantia-

tion, which the signature size is independent of the group size. We prove the 

security of the instantiation in the random oracle model. We also showed 

that a short identity based ring signature can be formed similarly. 



Chapter 6 

Hierarchical IBS without 
Random Oracles 

Hierarchical identity based cryptosystem [50, 58] is a generalization of iden-

tity based cryptosystcm that mirrors the hierarchy of organizations. An 

identity at level t of the hierarchy tree can issue private keys to its descen-

dant identities, but cannot sign or decrypt messages for other identities. [50] 

proposed the idea of Hierarchical Identity Based Signature (HIBS) and Hier-

archical Identity Based Encryption (HIBE). In particular, an IBS (resp. IBE) 

is an 1-level HIBS (resp. HIBE). Combining HIBS and HIBE, [40] proposed 

the concept of Hierarchical Identity Based SignCryption (HIBSC). 

Many reductionist security proofs concerning identity based cryptosys-

tems and other cryptosystems used the random oracle model [8]. Several 

papers proved that some popular cryptosystems previously proved secure 

in the random oracle are actually provably insecure when the random or-

acle is instantiated by any real-world hashing functions [29, 5]. Therefore 

identity based cryptosystems provably secure in the standard model attract 

a groat, interest. [6] showed that a certificate-based IBS is securc without 

random oracles. However this scheme is less efficient. Several IBE schemes 

[30, 12, 55] arc sccurc without random oracles under a weaker "selective-

83 
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ID" model [30]. Recently, [13] and [90] proposed IBE schemes which are 

provably secure without random oracles under the stronger model of [18]. 

[23] proposed an identity based signature without random oracles, but their 

reduction is tight only if they use the "selective-ID" model. 

Most existing practical signature schemes are provably secure in the ran-

dom oracle model. [49] proposed a variant of hash-and-sign RSA signature 

scheme, which is provably secure without random oracles, by the strong RSA 

assumption. A different approach was proposed in [41], and further improve-

ment was proposed in [46]. [21] proposed a signature scheme provably secure 

under discrctc-log type assumption in the standard model, but the signature 

size is long. [14] proposed a short signature scheme secure without random 

oracles, under the new q-SDH assumption. [92] proposed some short signa-

tures without random oracles. The signatures originate from the signature 

schemes in [14, 97，27, 20]. They showed how these signatures can be con-

structed and provably secure without random oracles from new assumptions. 

It is natural to ask whether other efficient hierarchical identity based 

cryptosystems are secure without random oracles. In this chapter, we provide 

an affirmative answer by constructing an HIBS and HIBSC schemes which 

can be provably secure without random oracles. 

Our Contribution 

We make the following contributions: 

• The first constant-size hierarchical identity based signature (HIBS) 

scheme. It is existentially unforgeable without random oracles under a 

new intoractivc intractability assumption. 

• Our HIBS schomo is existentially unforgeable providing the Diffie-Hdlman 

Inversion (DHI) Assumption holds in the gauntlet-ID model without 
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Type Scheme Security ROM Size 
^HIBS Cert-chain Full ACP O 陶 

This paper Full ACP/glD-ACP 0(Xs) 
IBS "Cert-chain 1^11 ACP No 0(A,) 
Standard Signature [49’ 41, 14] " A C P NO 0(A,) 

Table 6.1: Recent results on signatures, IBS, and HIBS. Cert-chain: combine 
hierarchical authentication tree and one-time signatures. Full ACP: secure 
against adaptive chosen identity and adaptive chosen message attack. glD-
ACP: secure against gauntlet identity and adaptive chosen message attack. 
i: number of hierarchy level.入s: security parameter. ROM: using random 
oracle model. Our scheme is provably secure in Full ACP or gID-ACP model 
by using different intractability assumptions. 

random oracles. We introduce the gauntlet-ID model, which is a slightly 

weaker model related to the selcctive-ID model of [30]. 

• The first constant-size identity based signcryption (IBSC) and hierar-

chical identity based signcryption (HIBSC) scheme which are provably 

secure without random oracles. 

Our Intuition. 

Classic methods of constructing fully secure signatures from combining hier-

archical authentication tree and one-time signatures can be found in [52]. [6] 

suggested that IBS without random oracles can be constructed by certificate 

chaining, but it is less efficient. Various instantiations and modifications for 

IBE are also well-known [31, 19, 17]. We observe that some of these cer-

tificate chaining instantiations bear a striking resemblance to the multi-level 

cortificatc chaining structure in HIBS. User identity can be certified by his 

parent, by signing an IBS on the user's identity. The parent's identity can be 

certified again by one level higher, and the proccss repeats up until the root. 
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If in each level, the certification of user identity is secure in the standard 

model, and finally the lowest level user signature is secure against adaptive 

chosen message attack in the standard model, then the entire HIBS scheme is 

Full ACP secure in the standard model. However this solution will increase 

the signature size by the level of hierarchy. To achieve 0(As) size HIBS, 

we need to either use an interactive intractability assumption, or lower the 

security level to gauntlet ID-ACP-UF (which we will define below). We can 

see that the same ease applies for HIBE using sID-CCA. The recent results 

are summarized in table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. 

Interactive intractability assumptions: An interactive intractability problem 

instance means that an attackcr can adaptively query an external oracle and 

can get distinct valid tuples from the oracle which satisfy a relation 1Z. Fi-

nally he needs to return a new valid tuple which satisfies [65] proposed 

a LRSW assumption with an external oracle. In proving the security of a 

signature scheme, the simulator simply forwards all signing oracle queries 

to this external oracle and returns its output to the adversary. Signature 

schemes like [27] use this type of assumption. The problem of interactive 

intractability assumptions is that we need to assume that the tuples return 

by the oracle should not help the attacker to solve the intractability prob-

lem. Therefore we need to be extremely careful when formulating interactive 

intractability assumptions. 

Gauntlet ID-ACP unforgeability: Gauntlet ID-ACP unforgeability means 

that in the unforgeability game, the adversary finally returns a signature 

of a user who has never been queried to the key extraction oracle or the 

signing oraclc. It is related to the sclectivo-ID model of [30], which further 
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Type Scheme Security ROM Size 
T H I B E [17] + ？ Full C C A Q ( £A , ) 

[17] + [15] ~sID-CCA 'Yo Q(A,) 
IBE — [90] Full CCA ‘ No • ( 入 

Standard Cramer-Shoup/OAEP/ CCA No 
Encryption [17]+sID-CCA IBE 

Table 6.2: Recent results on encryptions, IBE, and HIBE. Full CCA: se-
cure against adaptive chosen identity and adaptive chosen ciphertext attack. 
sID-CCA: socure against selective identity and adaptive chosen ciphertext 
attack. number of hierarchy level. As: security parameter. ROM: using 
random oracle model. The first row means that full CCA secure HIBE can be 
achiovod by using [17] and an adaptive chosen identity and chosen plaintext 
secure HIBE. However no existing scheme achieves this with a tight security-
reduction. 

requires the adversary to select the user he attacks at the beginning of the 

unforgeability game. 

We observe that by using either approach, we can achieve a constant size 

HIBS secure without random oracles. 

6.1 New Intractability Assumption 

Wc introduce a new intractability assumption called the OrcYW assumption 

that will be used later. 

D e f i n i t i o n 38 The OrcYW Problem is that given 

^ > 1, {g""' • 0 <i < i}, J, 6, ff4，95, 7i, • • . ， a n identity I = {A, 

• • •，If}, full-domain collision-resistant hash function 7i, 

2. an oracle Oy^ which upon input a message m and an identity I' = {h, 

• • •，/fc} for k < t, outputs a tuple (Di, D2, Zi, Z2) satisfying: For some 
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Type Scheme Security ROM Size 
細 B S C [40] Full CCA + ACP —Yes 

This paper sID-CCA + Full ACP" No 0(A,) 
IBSC [22], [96], etc— Full CCA + ACP —Yes 0 ( A , ) ~ 

This paper sID-CCA + Full ACP "NO Q ( A , ) ~ 

Standard [1], [43] CCA + ACP N^ 0(A,) 
Signcryption 

Tabic G.3: Rcccnt results on signcryption, IBSC, and HIBSC. All notations 
are defined in table 6.1 and 6.2. [43] showed that only standard signcryption 
scheme of [1] and [43] achieves the strong insider security model. All existing 
IBSC and HIBSC sclicinos arc provably secure in the random oracles only. 

random t, r, which differ for each query to O^, 

Di = g\ D2 = Q\ Z, = aU. Z2 = a^gl 

where 

k 
Q = P a l l ’ � = " 卞 … . f o r i <i<i 

ao = "JQr’ ai = h = n{Du D2,1'param), 

P3ram =(仏 f f , (j2, fj3，fu“isJh,…）he) 

to output (rn, Di, D2, Zi, Z2) satisfying 

ZI) . E(C^5, D2) = E{GI,G2)^ . I(F)I,G4). Q) 

A E(DI , Q) = e(g, D2) A M was not queried to 
i 

A Q = G 3 ] J 巧 

1=1 

where h = Hifii, D2, / , m, param). 
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We say that the OrcYW Assumption holds if no P P T algorithm can solve 

a random instance of the OrcYW Problem with non-negligible probability. 

The intractability of the OrcYW Assumption will be discussed in section 

6.4. 

6.2 Security Model: HIBS and HIBSC 

We present the security models for HIBS (Hierarchical Identity Based Sig-

natures) and for HIBSC (Hierarchical Identity Based Signcryption). 

6.2.1 HIBS Security Model 

In identity based cryptography, the security model for IBE was proposed in 

[18]. Besides the decryption oracle, the adversary is also allowed to query 

the key extraction oracle adaptively to extract the secret key for any identity 

except the challenge identity. [30] proposed a weaker "selective-identity" 

model, where the adversary selects the challenge identity in advance, before 

the public parameter is generated. In this paper, we will introduce a variant 

for signature schcmc, namely a “gauntlet-identity” model. 

An f level HIBS scheme consists of four algorithms: (Setup, Der, Sign, 

Verify). The algorithms arc spocifiod as follows: 

• Setup: Oil iiiput a security parameter the TA generates (msk, param) 

where msk is the randomly generated master secret key, and param is 

the corresponding public parameter. 

• Der: Oil input an identity vcctor ID, its associated secret key SK\d, and 

a string r, it returns the corresponding private key SK\D.r (corresponds 

to param). 
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• Sign: On input the private key of the signer ID, SK]d and a message 

M, it outputs a signature a corresponding to param. 

• Verify: On input the signer identity vector ID, a message M and sig-

nature cr, it outputs T if (T is a valid signature of M corresponding to 

ID, param. Otherwise, it outputs 丄. 

The security of a HIBS consists of two requirements, namely Correctness 

and Existential Unforgeability. They are defined as follows: 

Correctness. 

We require that T — Verify (ID, M, S\gn{SK\o, M)) for any message M, any 

private key SK\o and its corresponding identity ID. 

Existential Unforgeability. 

Wc define the existential unforgeability against adaptive identity and adap-

tive chosen plaintext attack for HIBS (ACP-UF). We require that the user 

identity should be queried through an oracle as in [6]. We assume the simu-

lator maintains an honest user list HU and a corrupt user list CU. We define 

the following oracles: 

• IO(\Dy. The Initialization Oracle with input ID outputs 丄 if ID e 

HU U CU. If ID'S prefix is in CU, it puts ID in CU and returns 1. 

Otherwise it puts ID in HU and returns 1. 

• )CSO{\D): The Key Extraction Oracle with input ID outputs 丄 if ID 雀 

HU. Otherwise it outputs the corresponding secret key SK\d, removes 

ID and its children from HU and adds them to CU. 

• 5(9(ID, M): The Signing Oracle with input signer ID and message M 

outputs 丄 if ID g / / /7 . Otherwise it will output a signature a such 
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t h a t Ver i fy ( ID ,M,a ) = 丁. 

The Game is defined as follows: 

1. (Init. Phase) Simulator S generates system parameter param and gives 

it to Adversary A. 

2. (Probe Phase) A queries JO(ID), K:80(\D) and SO{\D,M), in arbi-

trary interleaf. 

3. (End Game) A delivers a signature cTga for signer identity ID â and 

message Mga. ID卯 or its prefix have never been input to a K £ 0 and 

(Tga should not be the output of »SO(ID卯,Mga). 

A wins if he completes the Game with T = Verify(ID^q, Mga, ago) and 

IDpa G HU. I ts advantage is its probability of winning. 

D e f i n i t i o n 3 9 The HIBS scheme is ACP-UF secure if no PPT adversary 

A has non-negligible advantage in the ACP-UF game. 

We say that a HIBS is secure if it satisfies Correctness and Existential 

Unforgeability. 

G a u n t l e t - I D E x i s t e n t i a l U n f o r g e a b i l i t y . 

We define the existential unforgeability against gauntlet identity and adap-

tive chosen plaintext attack for HIBS (gID-ACP-UF) as follows. The game is 

similar to the ACP-UF game, cxcept in the end game phase, ID^q or its prefix 

have never been input to a SO query. The HIBS scheme is gID-ACP-UF se-

cure if no P P T adversary A has non-negligible advantage in the gID-ACP-UF 

game. 

Remark: [33] and many IBS schemes have the SO query of the gauntlet 

ID to be handled by the random oracle. They also disallow the query of 

gauntlet ID to the ICSO, which is similar to our glD model. 
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Se lec t ive - ID Exi s tent ia l Unforgeabi l i ty . 

We define the existential unforgeability against selective identity and adap-

tive chosen plaintext attack for HIBS (sID-ACP-UF) as follows. The game 

is similar to the gID-ACP-UF game, except before the Init. phase, A gives 

IDga to S in advance. The HIBS scheme is sID-ACP-UF secure if no PPT 

adversary A has non-ncgligiblc advantage in the sID-ACP-UF game. 

6.2.2 Hierarchical Identity Based Signcryption (HIBSC) 

All level HIBSC schcinc consists of four algorithms: (Setup, Der, Signcrypt, 

Unsigncrypt). The algorithms are specified as follows: 

• Setup: On input a security parameter the TA generates (msk^, 

msk/j, param) where msk^ (resp. msk/j) is the randomly generated 

master secret key for signcryptor (resp. unsigncryptor), and param is 

the corresponding public parameter. 

• Der: On input an identity vector ID, its associated secret key SK\d, and 

a string r, it returns the corresponding private key S'/CiD.r (corresponds 

to param). 

• Signcrypt: On input the private key of the signer ID儿 the 

recipient identity ID^ and a message M, it outputs a ciphcrtcxt a 

corresponding to param. 

• Unsigncrypt: On input the private key of the recipient IDjg, and 

a signature a, it docrypts to a message M, sender identity ID^ and 

a signature s. It outputs M and ID] if s is valid corresponding to 

M, IDyi, ID/y, param and signer = encryptor. Otherwise, it outputs 丄 . 
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The security of a HIBSC consists of three requirements, namely Correct-

ness, Indistinguishability and Existential Unforgeability. They are defined as 

follows: 

C o r r e c t n e s s . 

We require that M Unsigncrypt(57(iDB, Signcrypt(5/<'iD^, IDs, M)) for any 

message M, any private key SK\o and its corresponding identity ID. 

I n d i s t i n g u i s h a b i l i t y . 

Wc define the indistinguishability against selective identity and adaptive cho-

sen ciphertext attack for HIBS (sID-IND-CCA), as in the following game. We 

define the following oraclos: 

• The Key Extraction Oracle with input ID will output 

the secret key SK\o corresponding to mskj or mske. 

• ID5, A.I): The Signcryption Oracle with input signer identity 

IDy\, rccipicnt identity ID/̂  and message M will output a ciphertext a 

such that Unsigncrypt(S'/('iDB5 cr) = M. 

• 1{0{ \Db, cr): The Unsigncryption Oracle with input recipient identity 

\Db and ciphertext M will output a message M and the sender identity 

ID.4 for a valid ciphertext a or will output 丄 otherwise. 

The Game is defined as follows: 

1. {Setup Phase) Adversary A gives recipient IDg to Simulator S. Then 

S generates system parameter param and gives (param, msk^) to Ad-

versary A. 

2. {Probe 1 Phase) A queries KXOb�SCO, and UO in arbitrary interleaf. 
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3. (Gauntlet Phase) A gives two messages Mq, M^ and sender ID; to S. 

S randomly picks a bit b and returns a* = Signcrypt(S'A'iD^, ID^, 

to A. 

4. {Probe 2 Phase) A queries JCSOb, SCO, and UO in arbitrary interleaf. 

5. (End Game) A delivers a guess b. 

A 

A wins if the following holds: b = b and ID^ or its prefix has never 

been queried to the JCSOb and (IDg, cr*) has never been queried to the UO. 

^ ' s advantage is its probability that he wins over half. The HIBSC is sID-

IND-CCA secure if no P P T attacker has a non-negligible advantage in the 

Indistinguishability Game. 

E x i s t e n t i a l U n f o r g e a b i l i t y . 

We define the existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen identity and 

adaptive choscn plaintext attack for HIBSC (ACP-UF), as in the following 

game. 

1. {Setup Phase) S sets up system parameters and gives (param, mskfi) to 

Adversary A. 

2. {Probe Phase) A queries JCSOa, SCO, and UO in arbitrary interleaf. 

3. (End Game) A delivers a ciphertext a* and a recipient identity ID^. 

A wins if the following holds: (M*, ID^) <— Unsigncrypt(a-*, S'ATid^), ID; 

or its prefix has never been queried to the KSOa and no SO request has 

resulted in a ciphertext Q , whose unsigncryption under is identical 

to the triple (M*, advantage is the probability that he wins. The 

HIBSC is ACP-UF secure if no P P T attacker has a non-negligible advantage 

in the Unforgeability Game. 
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We say that a HIBSC is secure if it satisfies Correctness, Indistinguisha-

bility and Existential Unforgeability. 

6.3 Efficient Instantiation of HIBS 

We construct an efficient £-level HIBS scheme which is provably secure with-

out random oracles, based on the ^-DHI* assumption. The key system comes 

from [15 . 

Let G be a bilinear group of prime order p. Given a pairing: e : G x G — 

Gt-

Setup: To generate system parameters, the algorithm selects a random gen-

erator g�分2’ ^3) 95, hi, he e G, picks a random a e Zp, and sets 

<71 二 It chooses an collisioii-rcsistaiit hash function H. Note H is not 

a random oracle. Anyone, including the attacker, can compute H in pri-

vate. The system parameters param = {g, g\,g2, Qs, 94^ 以 5 ’ . . •，hg, H) and 

the master key is g^. 

D e r : To generate a private key for ID = ( i d i , . . . , idfc). where /c < the 

algorithm picks a random r G Z* and computes: 

•^^iD = (<72%) f f , "I+i, • • •, ^ ？ ) = (flo, 

where Q\O = H'，• • • 广 • 仍 . T h e private key for ID can also be generated by-

its parent ID|jt-i = (idi,...，idfc_i). Details refer to [15 . 

Sign: For a user with identity ID and private key SKid, he signs a message 

M as follows. He picks random / � f G Zp, and computes: 

Di = g\ D2 = Qid\ h = H(DuD2,\0,M, param) 

ao = doQiD*, di = a i / ’ Zi =如〜J , = 
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The signature a is (Di , D2, Zi, Z2). 

Ver i fy : The verifier receives a signature a =(Z)i, D2, Zi, Z2) for message M 

and signer ID, he computes h = H{Di, D2, ID, M, param). The verifier checks 

if both of the following relations hold: 

e(9,Zi) • D2) = • 舰 , 9 4 ) • 

e(Di,Qio) = eig,D2) 

The verifier outputs T if it is true. Otherwise, he outputs 丄. 

Remark: We can view Qid as the output of a hash function with input ID. 

In many HIBE schemes like [13，90’ 15], they specify Qid = /I'l' . . • h!，.仍. 

6.3.1 Security Analysis 

Wc will prove the security of the HIBS scheme using the new OrcYW as-

sumption and other assumptions. 

T h e o r e m 11 Assume H is a full-domain collision-resistant hash function. 

The hierarchical identity based signature scheme H I B S B B G W is correct and 

ACP-UF secure provided the OrcYW Assumption holds. 

Proof. The correctness of the schciiie is shown as follows: 

Zi) • e(c^5, D2) 

= 9 2 . ih'^' . • • •分3广+'尸)"• e{g, g,Y • e f e , . • • h、，. gsY 

=彻、广• 尸’ •.. . "3” • 巩） .e{gl /i^ .. • h^' . g；) 

=e{gug2)^ . e (Di ,^4) . e(Z2, h^ . •. hf'.仍） 

Next, we prove ACP-UF. 
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Setup: 

Simulator S received a OrcYW Problem instance: ： o < z < f},)，5, 

9 4 , 9 5 , 7 1 ’ … ， a special identity chain I* = { / * , . . . ’ / ； } , a full-domain 

collision-resistant hash function H and an oracle Oyvi/-

S computes g： = 仍 = g - s = g^+^Ui and hj = g � g -工 … , 

for 1 < j <t S initializes two empty list HU and CU. S randomly selects 

n identity chains I i , . . . and puts them in HU, including I* in it. S gives 

the public parameters param 二 (仏 fn,g2,仍，<?4,仍，"i,... ’ h “ and n identity 

chains to A. 

Simulating TO: 

For input ID, 5 outputs 丄 if ID e U CU. If ID's prefix is in CU�it puts 

ID in CU and returns 1. Otherwise it puts ID in HU and returns 1. 

Simulating JCSO: 

Simulate as in [15]. For input identity ID 二 （ i d i , . . . ， i d j , if ID is I* or a 

prefix of it, the simulator declares failure and exits. If ID • HU, S outputs 

丄.Otherwise there exists -a. k < u such that id^ + We set k be the 

smallest such index. To answer the query, the simulator derives a secret key 

for the identity ( id i , . . •, id^) from which it then constructs a private key for 

ID 二 ( id i , . . . , id fc , . . . , idu) . 

To generate the secret key for the identity ( idi , . . •, idfc), the simulator 

chooses a random f G Zp. Denote r = {\dk-ii) + 子 and compute: 

ao = y厂 Z . 尸 w h e r e Z = i d � . J ^ / 一 … 
\ i=k+l J 

a, = ,, 二 产 - " ) / 

Refer to [15] for the well-formedness of the secret key. The remaining 
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. . . , h ^ can be computed by the simulator since they do not involve a g工 

term. Finally S removes ID and its children in HU and puts them in CU. 

S i m u l a t i n g SO: 

For query with (ID .̂, m^), if ID ^ HU, S outputs 丄.If ID,- is I* or its prefix, 

S queries Oyvv^(m,-, ID^) and forwards the answer to A. 

Otherwise, «S computes the secret key of ID,- as in KSO�and then com-

putes the signature using the secret key. 

S i m u l a t i o n D e v i a t i o n : 

It can be shown that the statistical distance among the Real World and t h e 

Ideal World is negligible. 

E x t r a c t i o n : 

A outputs (/)•[’ /)2’ Z*, ZD for signer I* e {Ii’ . . .，In} and message m*. If 

I* + r , S declares failure and exits. Otherwise, as (/*, m*) has never been 

queried to SO, S can use the signature to answer the problem instance. 

We also prove the security of our scheme in the gauntlet-ID model, using 

an intractability assumption without interactive oracle. 

T h e o r e m 12 Assum.e H is a full-domain collision-resistant hash function. 

The hierarchical identity based signature scheme H I B S B B G W is correct and 

gID-ACP-UF securc provided the f DHI* Assumption holds. 

Proof. Suppose a simulator S is given the £-DHI* tuple ( 仏 沒 工 ’ . . • ， p 工 《 ） • S 

initializes two empty list HU and CU. The gID-ACP-UF games begins 

with a simulator randomly picks S randomly selects n identity chains ID = 
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{ I i , . • . , I„} and puts them in HU. Denote I* = {/J",... ’ /�*} be an identity 

in lb. 

The simulator picks a random 7 G Zp and assigns gi = = g 工 ' . . 

The simulator picks random 7 i ’ . . . 7 f G Zp and sets hj = fif))分-工�”for 

1 < j < It also picks a random 6 eZp and computes g^ = 

The simulator picks random uji,uj2 G Zp and sets g^ = 的’奶= g购.T h e 

simulator gives the adversary A the public parameters param = (g, gi, g2, 

ys, ^4’ 仍’ "1, . . . , fie) and ID. The corresponding (unknown) master secret 

key is g^ = g工(工 

Simulating XO: 

For input ID, 5 outputs 丄 if ID e / / t / U CU. If ID's prefix is in CU, it puts 

ID ill CU and returns 1. Otherwise it puts ID in IIU and returns 1. 

Simulating K£0: 

Simulate in [15]. For input identity ID = ( id i , . . . ,idu), if ID is I* or a 

prefix of it, the simulator declares failure and exits. If ID 朱 HU, S outputs 

丄.Otherwise there exists a k < u such that id^ + / � . W e set k be the 

smallest such index. To answer the query, the simulator derives a secret key 

for the identity (idi，...，id^) from which it then constructs a private key for 

ID = (idi,...，idfc,...，idu). 

To generate the secret key for the identity ( i d i , . . . , id；；), the simulator 

chooses a random r G Zp. Denote r = 广 ) + r and compute: 

ao 二 ？/；^ . Z . 广 + 1 尸 w h e r e Z = ( V + ” � d a • 
V i=fc+l / 

二 / = 产 - " ) / 

Refer to [15] for the well-formedness of the secret key. The remaining /i[+i， 
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. . . ’ can be computed by the simulator since they do not involve a ^ ^ 工 … 

term. Finally S removes ID and its children in HU and puts them in CU. 

Simulating SO: 

For query with (IDr,mr), if ID ^ HU, S outputs 丄.If ID- is I* or its prefix, 

the simulator declares failure and exits. Otherwise, S computes the secret 

key of ID7- as in K,£0, and then computes the signature using the secret key. 

Simulation Deviation: 

It can be shown that the statistical distance among the Real World and the 

Ideal World is negligible. 

Extraction: 

Finally, the adversary A returns a signature a* for message M* and signer 
A. � A 

ID e ID, where ID or its prefix is never been queried to KSO or SO. For 

probability 1 / n i , ID = I*. Otherwise S declares failure and exits. We denote 

0-* 二 Then we compute h 二 [’ D ; ’ r ’ M*’ param) and 

we have: 

DI = g 丨 Zl = aU = Z； = a^ = a ' � t 

Then we can compute a � = ( Z J / D p ) " " and ai = ( 均 / D 广 � / � T h e r e f o r e 

for I*, we can set ai = g' for some f G Zp. Then: 

ao 二 

i=l 

= 口 - - i
( 对 ， 广 

Therefore the simulator returns = g号/g"^，= V ” as the 

solution. 
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6.3.2 Ordinary Signature from HIBS 

For a secure HIBS scheme with ^ = 1, we obtain a secure IBS scheme. We 

further show that we have a secure (ordinary) signature scheme from a secure 

IBS scheme. The construction is as follows: 

( O r d i n a r y ) s i g n a t u r e s c h e m e : 

• S e t u p : The user secret key sk is the master key of IBS. The user public 

key pk is param of IBS. 

• S ign: The signer picks random /3 and generates the secret key skp for 

its child (3 as in IBS. The signer uses sk^ to sign the message M as in 

IBS. The signature is the IBS signature plus p. 

• V e r i f y : The verifier checks the validity of the IBS signature with re-

spect to identity (3 and pk. 

We give our instantiation as follows: 

( O r d i n a r y ) s i g n a t u r e s c h e m e Sigies.BBG-

• S e t u p : To generate system parameters, the algorithm selects a random 

generator g, g�,g^, g^, g^, h\ G G, picks a random a E Zp, and sets 

Qi 二 ga. It chooses an collision-resistant hash function H. The public 

keys are pk =(仏仍，分2’ 93, 9a, 95, h.i,H) and the secret key is pf • 

• S ign: The signer picks random Zp, and computes: 

= g\ D2 = te/i?)', h = H(DhD2,P,M,pk) 

ao = 9^{93h1)\ ai = Zi - aj'gl Z2 = a^^gl 

The signature a is (Di , D2, Zi, Z2, P). 
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• V e r i f y : The verifier receives a signature a =(Di, D2, Zi, Z2, /S) for 

message M, he computes h = H{Di, £>2,/?, M, pk). The verifier checks 

if both of the following relations hold: 

色(g, Zi) . D2) = P2” . e (Di ,p4 ) . e(Z2,仍/i?) 

e{Dugsh^) = e{g, D2) 

The verifier outputs T if it is true. Otherwise, he outputs 丄. 

6.4 Plausibility Arguments for the Intractabil-
ity of the OrcYW Assumption 

Assuming knowledge ofui = log^ g^ and UJ2 — log^ ps, then an OrcYW Prob-

lem solver can solve the DHI* Problem. But S can also solve the DHI* Prob-

lem from one OrcYW query outcome, using this knowledge. Let i = log^ L>i, 

t = logQ £>2. Then the relation: 

implies i = ^. Let A, B be such that Zi = g^^Agl, Z2 二 Bg\. Let f = 

logg A, f ' = logg B. Then the relation: 

e{g, Zi) • e(p5, D2) = S(Pi’ 分2)" • e (Di , ^4) •咨(念2, Q) 

implies f = r'. Finally, <S computes A = 赦 = { Z i g f Y ^ ' ^ = (Zi(Di)-�‘）"^ 

B = g^ = = ( 念 2 ( 乃 对 二 仙. T h e n <S com-

putes 广 1 = g 专 g - : � . 

Therefore, the OrcYW Assumption is in the category of one-more as-

sumptions, akin to the one-more RSA Assumption and the one-more DL 

Assumption [7]. It is more akin to the latter than the former. The state-

of-the-art attack on the parallel one-more DL assumption is Schnorr's ROS 
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attack [81] and Wagner's generalized birthday (GB) attack [89]. Below, we 

examine the plausibility of our OrcYW Assumption against attackers moti-

vated by ROS attackers and GB attackers. 

Assume mi, • • •, m^ are queried to Oyw and the outputs are (Di,^, D2,t, 

Zi^r,而’T), < T < q. An attack motivated by Schnorr's ROS [81] attack 

would attempt to construct 7i, • • . , satisfying 

T 

d2 = n 驳 = 沪 
T 

h = XI 认 ， 

r 

T 

= n 祐 仏 ， 
T 

Tlie crucial relation is the one about a linear dependence of the hash outputs. 

Schnorr's blind signature [81] also suffers from similar attack, and he relates 

the security of the blind signature scheme to the ROS problem. 

6.5 Efficient HIBSC without Random Ora-
cles 

Motivated by [l]'s generic composition of SignCryption from Encrypt and 

Sign, we present a generic composition of HIBSC from HIBE and HIBS. 

Its security is argued below. Then we present a concretc instantiation by 

composing a HIBSC from [15]'s HIBE and our HIBS in Section 6.3. The 

security of this specific HIBSC is reduced to a combination of the securities 

of respective components. The result is a provable HIBSC with size 0(/\s) 
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bits which is independent of the levels in the HIBSC. Its security is provable 

without random oracles, albeit in a weaker model concerning assumptions 

on the attacker's ability to maneuver identities in the oracles. 

6.5.1 Generic Composition from HIBE and HIBS 

The generic composition of signcryption from a CCA-secure encryption and 

an ACP-scciirc signature is proposed by [1]. They show the security of the 

outcome without insider attacks. They also give the guidelines of whenever 

signing include receiver identity in message and whenever encrypting include 

sender identity in plaintext, and argued the result would be secure against 

insider attacks. Motivated by their result, we present a generic composition 

of HIBSC from HIBE and HIBS. 

In [1], a secure signcryption can be composed of a secure signature Sig 

and a secure encryption Enc via the sign-then-encrypt paradigm as follows: 

cr = EnCrt(S igs(m, ID/?), ID5) 

where S is the sender and R is the recipient. We observe that such com-

position can be applied to HIBE and HIBS by treating Enc as the HIBE 

encryption algorithm and Sig as the HIBS signing algorithm. If [l]，s security 

theorem for multi-user signcryption is valid, and the hierarchical key deriva-

tion system does not cause any problems, then we are likely to have security 

for the composed HIBSC. 

Remarks: In [1], their security is actually for generalized CCA (gCCA), 

which is a slight relaxation of CCA security. For simplicity, we only mention 

the CCA security here. 
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6.5.2 Concrete Instantiation 

We give a concrete instantiation of HIBSC from our proposed HIBS, the 

constant size HIBE from [15] and the transformation technique in [17 . 

Boneh et al. [17] showed that an adaptive CCA-secure 左 - l e v e l hierarchical 

identity based encryption (HIBE) scheme 11 can be constructed from a CPA-

sccuro £ + 1-levol HIBE scheme 11' and a strong one-time signature scheme 

Sig. The intuition behind their construction is that 11' uses the key extraction 

oraclo to simulate tho dccrj^ption oracle of 11. If 11 wants to query the gauntlet 

identity, he must have to forge a signature of Sig. Boneh et al. further suggest 

that a sccurc encapsulation scheinc and a secure message authentication code 

can be used together in order to replace the strong one-time signature scheme. 

As a result, we obtain a constant size HIBSC secure without random or-

acles. We use [17],s instantiation of encapsulation scheme. The instantiation 

is given below: 

S e t u p , D e r : same as section 6.3, In addition, let (Mac, Vfy) be a message 

authentication code. We assume all signers get the secret keys from mas-

ter key A ĝ "̂  and all recipients get the secret keys from master key B g^^. 

Therefore we have 仍 ] = a n d qib = g^^- All other public parameters 

remain the same as section 6.3. 

S i g n c r y p t : For a user with identity ID^ = ( i d i , . . . , idjt) and private key 

lie signcrypts a message M to recipient Ib 二 ( / i , • • •, I j ) as follows. 
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He picks random t, x ^ 〜 ， a n d computes: 

二 gt, C2 = . • . " ， . / j+1 = h = 

h = id', M, param), = C4 = 

C5 二 H2(a (" iB’P2)”e�M’ID+C2,C^3，C4’X�’C6 = (Mi.../lj)7l�)++li.^”， 

cv = tag -

The ciphertext a is (Ci, C5, Ce, C7, / j+i) . Generically, 

C5 = SKE.Enc(key = ptxt = (M, ID^, C2, C3, C4)) 

We have adopted Boneh et al.'s [17] tag design above. 

U n s i g n c r y p t : The recipient Ib with private key SKi^ = ( a � ’ ai, b j+ i ,…，6� 

receives a ciphertext A (Ci, C5, Cq, C7, IJ+I), he computes: 

M/ = (M, ID^, C2, C3, C4, x) - C5 0 7^2 W 

h = n ( C u C 2 , \ D A j B j j + u M , param) 

Denote \Da = ( i d i , . . . , id/.). The recipient computes ki = and checks 

if: 

e (p ,C3) -6 (^5 ,^2) = KQia. g-if • e{Cug,) • e(C4, • • • h^' • 93) 

= nsix) 

The recipient outputs M if they are all true. Otherwise, he outputs 丄 . 

Security Analysis 

Our HIBSC schciiie is securc without random oracles. In particular, it can 

also imply a secure identity based signcryption scheme without random ora-

cles. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n 1 Our HIBSC scheme is correct, sID-IND-CCA secure and 

ACP-UF secure assuming the decisional wBDHI* assumption and the Or-

cYW assumption holds. 

The correctness is straightforward. 

For indistinguishability, combining the sID-IND-CPA proofs in [15], the 

transformation theorem in [17] and also the composition theorem of signature 

and encryption hi [1], it implies that our HIBSC is sID-IND-CCA secure. 

For existential unforgeability, the HIBSC scheme is ACP-UF secure by 

Theorem 12 and the composition theorem of signature and encryption in [1]. 

6.6 Chapter Conclusion 

We presented the first constant-size HIBS and HIBSC provable without ran-

dom oraclos. In the reductionist security proofs, we either use an interactive 

intractability assumption, or use the gID models. We also need the sID model 

for HIBSC security proof. It is an open problem to avoid these models and 

assumptions. ^ 

� 

^ After the completion of this research, [77] has proposed an IBS in the standard model. 
However their security proof is not tight. There is a tradeoff between security and effi-
ciency. Their hierarchical version is believed to be the same. 
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Conclusion 

III this thesis, wc have proposed three schemes in identity based cryptogra-

phy using pairings. They are blind identity based signcryption, identity based 

group signatures and coTistant-size hierarchical identity based signatures with-

out random oracles. 

Blind identity based signcryption is a new cryptosystem in identity based 

cryptography. We propose the security notions and models for it. We give 

an efficient identity based signcryption scheme, and then extend the scheme 

to be a new blind identity based signcryption scheme. 

Identity based group signatures has not been clearly defined in the liter-

ature. We point out the deficiency of the existing definitions. We proceed to 

give a precise definition and security models. Finally we give an instantiation 

according to those new definition and models. 

Existing hierarchical identity based signatures are mostly provably secure 

in the random oracle model. Besides, the signature size is dependent on 

the level of hierarchy. We propose a new constant-size hierarchical identity 

based signature scheme without using random oracles in the security proofs. 

Finally, we extend the scheme to a constant-size hierarchical identity based 

signcryption without random oracles. 

108 
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